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Abstract
Emerging applications such as remote manipulation and remote robotic surgery
require communication that is both timely and reliable, but the Internet natively
supports only communication that is either completely reliable with no timeliness
guarantees (e.g. TCP) or timely with best-effort reliability (e.g. UDP). We present
an overlay transport service that can provide highly reliable communication while
meeting stringent timeliness guarantees (e.g. 130ms round-trip latency across the US)
over the Internet. To enable routing schemes that can support the necessary timeliness
and reliability, we introduce dissemination graphs, providing a unified framework for
specifying routing schemes ranging from a single path, to multiple disjoint paths, to
arbitrary graphs. We conduct an extensive analysis of real-world network data, finding
that a routing approach using two disjoint paths performs well in most cases, and that
cases where two disjoint paths do not perform well typically involve problems around
a source or destination. Based on this analysis, we develop a timely disseminationgraph-based routing method that can add targeted redundancy in problematic areas
of the network. We show that this approach covers nearly 99% of the performance
gap between a traditional single-path approach and an optimal (but prohibitively
expensive) scheme, while two dynamic disjoint paths cover about 70% of this gap, and
two static disjoint paths cover about 40%. This performance improvement is obtained
at an overall cost increase of less than 1% compared with using two disjoint paths.
The implementation of the dissemination-graph-based Internet transport service is
available in the open-source Spines overlay messaging framework (www.spines.org).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Over the past five decades, the Internet has been dramatically successful, becoming an integral part of modern life. The Internet’s ability to scale several orders of
magnitude to reach its current level of ubiquity was made possible by its key design
principle of keeping it simple in the middle and smart at the edge (or adhering to the
end-to-end argument [2]). Under this model, the core of the network is kept as simple
as possible, responsible only for best-effort packet switching, and more complex logic
and services are implemented only at the network edge. The simplicity of the network
core makes it extremely scalable, and the fact that all applications can be treated in
the same manner by the network core has enabled an enormous range of applications
to be deployed on the Internet.
Today, the Internet’s ubiquity, global reach, and standardized nature are driving
increasingly high-value services to use the Internet for their communication infrastructure, and new network applications that were not previously possible are emerging.
These new applications bring new demands, requiring capabilities that the Internet
does not natively support. For example, these applications may involve more complex communication patterns, such as multicast or anycast, require higher levels of
security or system resilience, or have more demanding performance requirements. For
these applications, the Internet paradigm presents a limitation, as the introduction
of new network capabilities is restricted to the network edge.
One such class of emerging applications bringing new performance demands includes new highly interactive applications, such as remote robotic surgery, other
remote manipulation tasks, or collaborative virtual reality. Natively, the Internet
supports communication that is either completely reliable end-to-end, but with no
timeliness guarantees (e.g. using TCP), or that is timely but with only best-effort
reliability (e.g. using UDP). However, these emerging applications bring severe constraints on timeliness, while simultaneously requiring high reliability. For example,
for remote manipulation, human perception requires feedback to be received within
about 130ms to be perceived as natural. This 130ms includes both the time for the
command to reach the destination and for the feedback to be returned, translating to
1
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a latency requirement of 65ms each way. Supporting such applications on a continentwide scale is highly demanding, as the network propagation delay constitutes a large
fraction of the 65ms latency deadline. For example, the propagation delay across
North America is about 35-40ms. This thesis develops an overlay transport service
to support these types of demanding interactive applications over the Internet in a
cost-effective manner.
In recent years, structured overlay network architectures have been developed to
support applications that require both timeliness and reliability. These architectures
use programmable overlay nodes in the middle of the network to enable custom overlay routing and hop-by-hop recovery protocols, rather than relying on the Internet’s
routing and end-to-end recovery. Overlay nodes are instantiated in general-purpose
computers, providing unlimited programmability to implement custom protocols, and
are strategically placed in data centers across the globe to provide sophisticated processing capabilities throughout the network, rather than only at end hosts. Applications using these structured overlay architectures include multimedia applications,
such as VoIP [1] and live television [3]. A live TV service, supporting interviews from
remote studios, requires a one-way latency bound of about 200ms with 99.999% of
packets delivered on time. A global overlay network with 10-20 well-situated overlay
nodes can support such a service by using the 160-165ms available after accounting
for a 35-40ms propagation delay to allow some buffering and hop-by-hop recovery on
overlay links. A service using this approach to support the TV and media industries
is available today [4].
In contrast to applications that can tolerate a 200ms one-way latency, for the
demanding applications targeted in this thesis, there is almost no flexibility to allow
for recovery or buffering. Moreover, while techniques such as redundant sending along
a single path or network coding can improve reliability, the combination of bursty loss
on the Internet and the strict timeliness constraints of the target applications reduces
their effectiveness. Thus, a different approach is needed.
To improve the probability that a packet is successfully transmitted to its destination without the need for repeated recovery attempts that may cause its delivery
latency to exceed its deadline, we consider redundant dissemination schemes, where
multiple copies of a packet are sent over more than a single path to provide multiple opportunities for it to reach its destination on time. For applications with strict
timeliness and reliability requirements, flooding on the overlay topology can provide
an optimally reliable solution. In this approach, each packet is sent on all possible
paths, so it has the highest possible probability of reaching its destination on time.
However, overlay flooding is very expensive. Since ISPs charge for each packet sent,
the cost of a redundant dissemination scheme corresponds to the number times it
requires each packet to be sent. Since overlay flooding sends each packet over every
link in the overlay topology, it incurs an extremely high cost.
A less expensive approach is to send on multiple disjoint paths. For example, sending on two disjoint paths costs slightly more than twice the cost of the single best path
2
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and allows a packet to reach its destination as long as it is successfully transmitted
along one of the two paths. Most existing systems that send data redundantly over
more than a single path to improve reliability use disjoint paths (e.g. [5], [6]).
Disjoint paths offer a coarse-grained trade-off between cost and reliability, as
adding paths provides higher reliability at a higher cost. However, this approach
uniformly invests resources along the paths from a source to a destination. Investing
fewer resources in more reliable parts of the network and more resources in less reliable parts of the network can improve the trade-off between cost and reliability. By
considering the dynamic loss and latency characteristics of network links, we aim to
provide close to optimal reliability at a reasonable cost.

1.1

Solution Highlights

We present a new approach that transports packets in a timely, reliable, and
cost-effective manner by constructing dissemination graphs based on network characteristics, application latency and reliability requirements, and cost. A dissemination
graph is a connected subgraph of the overlay network topology that connects a source
and destination. In our approach, each packet from a source to a destination is sent
over all the links in the dissemination graph for that flow.
Ideally, we would calculate the cheapest dissemination graph that meets the application’s reliability and latency constraints in order to provide a cost-effective service.
However, the problem of finding such a dissemination graph is NP-hard. While we
can make computing optimal dissemination graphs tractable for certain topologies,
the calculation is too slow to effectively adapt to changing network conditions, even
for practical topologies with a relatively small number of nodes.
Therefore, our approach is to analyze real-world network data, examine the types
of problems that occur in the field, and develop methods to construct and deploy
dissemination graphs that can provide the necessary reliability and timeliness during
such problems. A key finding of this analysis is that a routing approach using two
disjoint paths performs well in most cases, and that cases where two disjoint paths
do not perform well typically involve problems around a source or destination. The
grounding in real-world data and focus on applications with extremely strict timeliness
and reliability requirements separates our approach from the few previous works that
have considered redundant dissemination schemes beyond disjoint paths to improve
performance in overlay routing (e.g. [7]).
Based on the types of problems we observe in the collected data, we develop a
timely dissemination-graph-based routing method that combines the use of two disjoint paths with a limited number of precomputed dissemination graphs that address
the most common types of problems we observed and switches between the different graph types as network conditions change. Specifically, the approach uses two
dynamically computed disjoint paths under normal conditions, and switches to use
3
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precomputed dissemination graphs that add targeted redundancy around a source
or destination when problems are detected in that region. For network conditions
involving multiple types of problems simultaneously, we use more robust graphs that
add targeted redundancy around the source and destination while also including two
disjoint paths. We show that this approach can cover nearly 99% of the performance
gap between a traditional single-path approach and an optimal (but prohibitively expensive) scheme, compared with about 70% for two dynamic disjoint paths or about
40% for two static disjoint paths. This performance improvement is obtained at a
cost increase of only 0.3% over two disjoint paths.
The primary contributions of this work are:
1. The invention of dissemination graphs, providing a unified framework for specifying routing schemes ranging from a single path, to multiple disjoint paths, to
arbitrary graphs.
2. An extensive analysis of real-world network data, finding that a routing approach using two disjoint paths performs well in most cases, and that cases
where two disjoint paths do not perform well typically involve problems around
a source or destination.
3. A dissemination-graph-based routing approach that employs targeted redundancy based on current network conditions to provide close to the optimal
reliability possible under strict timeliness constraints at a reasonable cost.
4. An evaluation via simulation of the dissemination-graph-based routing approach,
showing that it can capture nearly 99% of the benefit of an optimal dissemination method at a cost similar to that of using two disjoint paths.
5. An open-source implementation of a complete dissemination-graph-based transport service over the Internet, using the Spines overlay messaging framework [8].
6. A practical evaluation of the implemented transport service that validates the
simulation results in a local-area environment with emulated latency and loss,
as well as an evaluation on a global overlay network.

1.2

Thesis Organization

The remainder of this chapter (Section 1.3) reviews related work. Chapter 2
presents the fundamental components of the structured overlay framework underlying our transport service, including its resilient network architecture, unlimited programmability, and flow-based processing. Chapter 3 describes several approaches to
constructing disseminations graphs that build on and extend existing overlay routing
schemes and discusses the trade-offs they present between cost, reliability (under strict
4
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time constraints), and complexity. To develop a timely, reliable and cost-effective service, we analyze how the foundational dissemination-graph-construction approaches
we consider would perform using network data collected in a real wide-area setting;
this analysis is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents the dissemination-graphbased transport service developed based on this analysis, and evaluates the service via
simulation, using the data collected in the wide-area analysis. Chapter 6 describes the
implementation of the transport service in the Spines overlay messaging framework,
evaluates that implementation, and validates the simulation described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 discusses two practical use cases for the transport service developed in the
thesis and uses the collected wide-area network data to assess the transport service’s
ability to support these use cases. Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.

1.3

Related Work

The dissemination-graph-based transport service introduced in this thesis is built
on top of a structured overlay framework and leverages prior work on overlay routing and recovery protocols, as well as redundant dissemination protocols in overlays
and other network domains. It makes use of an existing family of overlay recovery
protocols, but introduces dissemination graphs as a new approach to routing that is
more flexible than existing methods and allows for more sophisticated protocols that
can provide better performance. Our approach of constructing dissemination graphs
based on reliability goals and latency constraints is related to work on the theory
of reliable network design, although due to the hardness results from this domain
and practical limitations, we ultimately develop an approach that provides excellent
practical results but does not provide formal cost or reliability guarantees.

1.3.1

Overlay Routing and Recovery

Our dissemination-graph-based transport service builds on existing work on overlay networks. Many previous works have observed inefficiencies in Internet routing
and employed overlays to make use of alternative paths with better performance characteristics. For example, the Detour framework uses an overlay to experiment with
alternative routing protocols based on performance metrics [9], RON recovers from
problems on a direct Internet path by sending packets through an intermediate node
(selected based on loss or latency measurements) [10], and the analysis of one-hop
source routing in [11] shows that many Internet path failures can be overcome using
the simple approach of sending through a single randomly selected intermediate node
when a problem is detected. However, these approaches were not designed to meet
strict latency deadlines. In contrast, the work in [1] presents an overlay routing protocol specifically designed to support real-time communication for VoIP. That work
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introduces an expected latency metric that considers both the loss and latency characteristics of overlay links, with the goal of selecting a path with the highest probability
of delivering packets within a specific timeliness requirement.
In addition to bypassing problems on a given Internet path via overlay routing,
overlays have also been used to improve reliability and latency by enabling fast recovery of lost messages over relatively short overlay hops. Fully reliable hop-by-hop protocols (e.g. [12]) can improve latency compared with end-to-end protocols but cannot
support timeliness guarantees. OverQoS [13] combines at most one recovery attempt
per lost packet with forward error correction (FEC) to provide a statistical bound on
the loss rate experienced by an overlay link. We use a family of recovery protocols
specifically designed to support applications with strict latency requirements [1,3,14],
as described in Section 2.4.
While these existing works offer considerable improvements over native Internet
performance, they are not sufficient for our target applications. Because of our applications’ high reliability requirements and low tolerance for interruptions, rerouting on
a single path after problems are detected cannot provide the required level of timeliness and reliability, even when combined with recovery protocols or FEC, as the
applications’ strict timeliness requirements reduce the number of successful recoveries that can be performed and the effectiveness of FEC.

1.3.2

Multipath Routing and Redundant
Dissemination

Existing work has shown the benefits of redundant dissemination over multiple
edge- or node-disjoint paths in the context of overlay networks (e.g. [15–18]) and wireless networks (e.g. [5, 19]). Redundant dissemination is used to improve performance
(e.g. [15,16,18,19]), as well as to improve security or resilience to attacks (e.g. [5,17]).
In the wireless domain, SMT [5] transmits erasure coded messages over nodedisjoint paths to overcome malicious nodes. Paths are selected at the source from a
given set of available routes, with the source rating paths based on received acknowledgments to discard paths deemed non-operational and automatically select a subset
of paths and coding redundancy factor based on the probability that each path is
operational (though how to calculate such probabilities is left as future work). The
work in [19] considers the use of multipath routing to improve performance in mobile
ad hoc networks and presents a path set selection algorithm called Disjoint Pathset
Selection Protocol (DPSP) that aims to generate a large number of highly reliable
disjoint paths. This work shows that the path sets generated by DPSP have a significantly longer lifetime (time until all paths become non-functional) than a single
path or alternative approaches, but it does not attempt to propose a specific routing method for utilizing the generated paths, as it focuses on the path set selection
problem.
6
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More relevant to our work, in the overlay domain, the work in [16] presents an
empirical evaluation comparing single-path routing in the style of RON (where the
source can choose to send on the direct Internet path or on a single-hop overlay path
through one intermediate relay), redundant dissemination on two disjoint single-hop
paths, and redundant sending on the direct Internet path. The work demonstrates
that both reactive overlay-level rerouting and redundant dissemination have benefits,
and a combination of the two, using redundant dissemination over two dynamically
selected single-hop paths (with one path minimizing loss and the other minimizing
latency), offers further performance improvements. JITeR [18] shares our goal of supporting applications with strict timeliness constraints and aims to improve reliability
by making use of multiple paths in a way that explicitly incorporates delivery deadlines. In JITeR, each message is sent over a base channel and may be simultaneously
sent over one or more backup channels. Similarly to [16], each channel may be either
a direct Internet path (with multihoming potentially allowing several such distinct
paths) or a single-hop path using one relay node. Base and backup channels are
selected to minimize correlation between them, and to deliver packets “just-in-time”,
using longer paths that are still within the deadline first, so that shorter paths may
be used later for retransmissions or for packets with shorter deadlines. In [15], redundant dissemination is used to improve performance and failure resilience for reliable
multicast; in particular, this work creates a mesh that ensures that each client has
at least n node-disjoint paths to the root nodes (and may have other non-disjoint
paths as well), allowing them to withstand the failure of any n − 1 nodes. The work
in [17] uses node-disjoint paths to support intrusion-tolerant communication, using
k node-disjoint paths to ensure timely communication in the presence of up to k − 1
malicious overlay nodes.
In Section 5.4, we show that in the context of performance, disjoint paths provide a substantial improvement in reliability compared to a single path, but more
sophisticated dissemination graphs can provide considerably better performance for a
similar cost. Moreover, the approach of using dissemination graphs composed of two
node-disjoint paths that we evaluate in Section 5.4 represents an improvement over
previous work using disjoint paths, as it leverages the structured overlay framework to
make use of paths with multiple intermediate nodes between the source and destination (providing greater control over path selection and enabling effective hop-by-hop
recovery over long distances) and selects these paths using a metric that considers
loss, latency, and recovery possibilities (though that metric was not our invention; it
was used for single-path selection in [14]). In contrast, existing work on multipath
overlay routing is typically limited to the use of a single intermediate relay node
(e.g. [6, 16, 18]), and does not provide the ability to select multi-hop paths based on
performance characteristics.
While most existing works using redundant dissemination consider only disjoint
paths, [7] proposes routing over non-disjoint paths in order to satisfy application
reliability constraints in the presence of geographically correlated failures, while min7
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imizing cost and considering latency constraints. The approach of [7] ranks paths
based on their latencies and then determines the cheapest path-set that meets the
specified reliability requirement, according to a failure model that incorporates geographic correlation. Path computation is performed by a centralized controller that
is responsible for initiating the process of switching to a new path set. While our
goals are similar, the extremely demanding latency and reliability requirements of
our target applications require a different approach that can react quickly to changing network conditions. The path-set computation of [7] employs several heuristics to
reduce running time in practice, but still computes an optimal path-set, which can be
highly computationally intensive when many paths need to be considered. Because
we aim to provide close to optimal reliability, it is likely that many paths will need
to be considered, making the computation too expensive for timely reactions. Moreover, our approach of computing dissemination graphs at the source and including the
graph to be used in each packet allows for faster, more flexible rerouting (each packet
can potentially use a different graph) compared with the controller-coordinated path
setup and reconstruction process in [7]. Redundant dissemination beyond disjoint
paths is also used in [17], which employs overlay flooding for extreme resilience; however, this approach is only cost-effective for a small subset of critical monitoring and
control traffic and is too expensive for data transmission in our applications.
Other work combines the use of multiple paths with forward error correction
(FEC) or multiple description coding (MDC). For example, [20] sends video encoded
via multiple state encoding over multiple paths, and PDF [6] uses FEC while sending
packets over both the direct Internet path and a maximally link-disjoint backup
path. SplitStream [21] distributes content over multiple multicast trees that do not
share interior nodes to improve load balancing as well as resilience, and suggests
combining this approach with MDC or FEC to further improve reliability. While such
schemes could be used with dissemination graphs, we choose to use fully redundant
dissemination to avoid the need for application-specific encoding (as in MDC), and
to avoid introducing additional latency for redundant encoded packets (as in FEC),
as this may be significant given our strict timeliness constraints.

1.3.3

Theory of Reliable Network Design

Without considering latency constraints or recovery, the problem of calculating the
reliability of communication between a source and destination over a given dissemination graph can be formulated as the classical two-terminal reliability problem. This
problem and the related all-terminal network reliability problem have been extensively studied and shown to be #P-hard (e.g. [22–26]), meaning it is likely infeasible
to determine the exact reliability of arbitrary dissemination graphs. This hardness
also implies that constructing dissemination graphs that meet a given reliability constraint while minimizing cost is NP-hard (see Section 3.3 for details). Moreover,
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only a few works on calculating reliability consider any form of latency constraints
(e.g. [27], which considers a hop-count constraint), and none of the theoretical models
we are aware of incorporate recovery protocols, which can have a significant impact
on reliability.
Because of the hardness of calculating reliability, prior work on designing reliable
networks or graphs has used heuristics or other approximate approaches (e.g. [28–
31]). However, because they do not consider latency constraints or recovery, these
approaches are not directly applicable to our problem. We take a different approach
of examining real network data to design a practical solution that can address most
common problems.
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Chapter 2
Structured Overlay Framework for
Timely, Reliable Transport
The foundation of the timely and reliable Internet transport service developed
in this thesis is a structured overlay framework that enables new Internet services
by building a resilient network architecture and bringing unlimited programmability
into the middle of the network to support services that the Internet cannot natively
provide.
This thesis specifically focuses on wide-area network applications that have strict
timeliness requirements, while also requiring high reliability. For such applications,
packets must be delivered within the strict timeliness constraint: packets that arrive
after their deadline are not useful. Within the timeliness constraint, the transport
service must be as reliable as possible. Some minimal packet loss is acceptable, but the
goal is to deliver the highest possible percentage of packets on time. We specifically
target on-time delivery rates on the order of 99.999%. These types of applications
are not well supported by the native Internet, which provides either timely delivery
with no reliability guarantees (i.e. UDP) or fully reliable delivery with no timeliness
guarantees (i.e. TCP).
A structured overlay framework can be used to enable these types of applications,
and other emerging applications with demanding requirements, to operate in a costeffective manner over existing Internet services. Structured overlay networks create
logical networks that run on top of the Internet and support powerful capabilities
through three key principles: a resilient network architecture, software overlay routers
with unlimited programmability, and flow-based processing. We describe each of these
three principles below and discuss how they support the timely, reliable transport
service.
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2.1

Resilient Network Architecture

The physical architecture of the structured overlay network supports its key capabilities of unlimited programmability, global state maintenance, fast reaction, and
resilience. The foundation of the overlay’s physical architecture is a resilient network
architecture, illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The structured overlay network consists of overlay nodes connected to each other
via overlay links. Overlay nodes are physically instantiated as general-purpose computers residing in data centers, while the overlay links correspond to Internet paths
between the overlay nodes. The use of general-purpose computers provides unlimited
programmability, which makes it possible to support a wide range of current and
future applications with highly demanding requirements.
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Figure 2.1: Resilient Network Architecture
A key property of structured overlay networks is that they require only a few tens
of well situated overlay nodes to provide excellent global coverage. This is because, in
general, placing overlay nodes about 10ms apart on the Internet enables the desired
timeliness and reliability qualities, and about 150ms is sufficient to reach nearly any
point on the globe from any other point. The limited number of nodes allows each
overlay node to maintain global state regarding the condition of all other overlay
nodes in the network and the connections between them, allowing fast reactions to
changes in conditions. In contrast to the 40 seconds to minutes that BGP may take
to converge during some network faults, a well designed overlay can detect and route
around problems at a subsecond scale.
In addition to fast problem detection, effective rerouting also requires the ability
to make use of multiple alternative routes. To support this, overlay networks exploit
redundancy in the resilient network architecture. As shown in Figure 2.1, in such
an architecture, each overlay node is connected to each other node through multiple
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redundant paths at the overlay level, and is connected to multiple underlying ISP
backbones. This redundant architecture allows the overlay to change the underlying
network path used for data transmission without relying on rerouting at the Internet
level. This is accomplished by selecting a different overlay-level path or by choosing
a different combination of ISPs to use for a given overlay link.
For overlay-level rerouting to be effective, disjointness in the overlay paths should
reflect physical disjointness in the underlying networks: if different overlay paths
overlap in the underlying network, a single problem in the underlying network can
affect multiple overlay paths. To exploit physical disjointness available in the underlying networks, the overlay node locations and connections are selected strategically.
Overlay nodes are placed in well-provisioned data centers, as ISPs invest in such locations by laying independent fiber connections between them. The overlay topology
can then be designed in accordance with the underlying network topology, based on
available ISP backbone maps. Overlay links are designed to be short (on the order
of 10ms) so that the Internet routing between overlay neighbors (i.e. overlay nodes
connected by a direct overlay link) is relatively predictable. Short overlay links also
enable improved performance and services by breaking the end-to-end principle at the
overlay level and increasing the processing possibilities in the middle of the network.
Connecting each overlay node on multiple ISPs provides additional redundancy
and resilience. Multihoming in this way allows the overlay to route around problems
affecting a single provider and allows most traffic to avoid BGP routing by switching
between providers at the overlay nodes and traversing only on-net links (i.e. overlay
links that use the same provider at both endpoints) between them, which generally
results in better performance (although any combination of the available providers
may be used, if desired).

2.2

Overlay Routers with Unlimited Programmability

Because overlay nodes are physically instantiated in general purpose computers,
they offer unlimited programmability in the middle of the network (as opposed to
only at end hosts). The overlay software runs on each overlay node as a normal
user-level program and is able to leverage general-purpose computing resources to
provide sophisticated network services. For example, the overlay software can make
use of the physical computer’s ample memory to store sent messages for later retransmissions or to track received messages to allow de-duplication of retransmitted
or redundantly transmitted messages. Similarly, the arbitrary processing possible in
a general-purpose computer allows for customized network protocols and even more
advanced features like cryptographic processing.
The relatively limited number of overlay nodes needed to provide global coverage
12
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enables the key feature of state sharing among the overlay nodes. This shared state
can then be used to implement sophisticated network protocols. For example, overlay
nodes share information about their connections to neighboring overlay nodes, such as
current loss and latency characteristics, to enable fast rerouting according to custom
routing protocols (including the dissemination graphs introduced in this thesis) in
response to changes in network conditions. Moreover, structured overlays can support
multicast and anycast capabilities that are generally not available on the Internet by
sharing multicast and anycast group state among the nodes. All of the overlay nodes
share information about whether they have clients interested in a particular group,
making it possible to disseminate multicast messages to all relevant nodes or to select
the best target for a given anycast message (as anycast messages are delivered to
exactly one member of the relevant group). The overlay’s unlimited programmability
allows using higher-level information to select the best anycast target based on the
application’s desired properties.
The flexibility of a software overlay router allows many different network protocols
(e.g. routing and recovery protocols) to coexist. Each client application that connects
to the overlay can select the combination of protocols that best supports their particular demands, and new protocols can be easily added to support new applications.
A single overlay node can serve many clients (with the clients potentially using different combinations of protocols), and multiple overlays can even be run in parallel
to provide scalability (with each overlay potentially using a different variant of the
overlay software). The overlay software interface looks like a normal application to
the underlying network and like a powerful network (with additional services) to the
applications that use it.

2.3

Flow-Based Processing

In contrast to the Internet’s stateless packet switching, the structured overlay
framework employs flow-based processing. From a client’s perspective, a flow consists
of a source, destination, and the overlay services selected for that flow. A client
can select different overlay services (e.g. routing and recovery protocols) for each
application data flow.
The overlay node’s access to ample memory and processing resources allows it
to maintain the flow-based state needed to support basic services like reliability, as
well as more advanced services like authentication. Within the overlay, application
data flows may be aggregated based on their source and destination overlay nodes
or the services they select, with state maintenance and processing performed on the
aggregate flows.
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2.4

Hop-by-Hop Recovery

A key capability enabled by the structured overlay framework is hop-by-hop recovery. In contrast to the end-to-end recovery used to provide reliability on the Internet,
which requires packets to be recovered between their source and destination hosts,
hop-by-hop recovery allows packets to be recovered on the specific short overlay hop
on which they were lost. This greatly reduces the time needed to recover a lost packet.
Specifically, since recovering a packet requires at least two propagation delays across
the distance over which it is being recovered (one to request the lost packet and one
to retransmit it), limiting the recovery to an overlay hop with a propagation delay on
the order of 10ms enables lost packets to be recovered while still meeting strict latency
constraints. For example, across North America with a propagation delay of about
40ms, the recovery time can be reduced from about 80-100ms to about 20-25ms.
Hop-by-hop recovery is made possible by the combination of the resilient network architecture, unlimited programmability, and flow-based processing discussed
above. The resilient network architecture ensures that overlay nodes are strategically
placed so that the propagation delay across each link is short enough to support fast
recovery. The unlimited programmability and general-purpose computing resources
allow intermediate overlay nodes to store packets for recovery, maintain the necessary
flow-based state, and implement the recovery protocol.
While our target applications’ strict timeliness requirements limit the number of
recoveries that can be performed successfully for a given packet, at least one recovery
on one overlay link is generally possible. Since the propagation delay of an overlay
link is typically on the order of 10ms, it is feasible to use about 20-25ms to recover
a lost packet on an overlay link, while still meeting a 65ms delivery deadline on the
scale of a continent with 35-40ms end-to-end propagation delay.
We consider a family of recovery protocols based on the real-time recovery protocol of [1] and a later generalization [3]. These protocols are designed to operate
within timeliness constraints and therefore are not 100% reliable: intermediate nodes
can discard packets once their delivery deadline has passed, since recovery will not
be useful after that point. The basic real-time recovery protocol of [1] allows a given
packet to be requested and retransmitted at most once per overlay link. More generally, instead of issuing a single request or retransmission, multiple copies of the request
and retransmission can be scheduled to be sent, separated by a short delay [3]. This
short delay improves the probability of successfully bypassing the window of correlation for loss, reducing the likelihood that all copies of a request or retransmission
will be lost. The transport service developed in this thesis uses the basic protocol,
allowing one request and one retransmission, as extremely strict latency constraints
reduce the ability to effectively space out the requests and retransmissions.
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Dissemination-Graph-Based
Routing
The structured overlay framework described in Chapter 2 provides a foundation
for a timely and reliable Internet transport service, but supporting such a service also
requires effective protocols to be deployed within that framework. This chapter introduces dissemination-graph-based routing, a flexible source-based routing approach
that enables packets to be disseminated over arbitrary subgraphs of the overlay topology. We then present several specific dissemination-graph-based routing protocols and
discuss the range of trade-offs they offer in terms of their abilities to leverage the resilient network architecture’s path redundancy to support stringent timeliness and
reliability requirements and to provide a cost-effective service.
A dissemination graph is a connected subgraph of the overlay topology that connects a flow’s source to its destination. The dissemination graph may consist of a
single path from source to destination, multiple disjoint paths, or a more complex
graph composed of an arbitrary set of overlay links. In our dissemination-graphbased routing approaches, each packet is stamped with the graph that should be used
to disseminate it by its source at the time it is sent and then forwarded over the
overlay links included in that dissemination graph.
This flexible source-based approach provides a unified routing framework that
makes it simple to specify arbitrary graphs. Each source specifies exactly which links
each of its packets should be sent over, and intermediate nodes simply forward each
packet on all of their outgoing links that are included in the dissemination graph for
that packet; intermediate nodes do not need any additional logic to handle different
types of graphs.
During forwarding, duplicate packets are suppressed: each node only forwards
the first copy it receives of a given packet. Thus, each packet normally traverses
each edge of the dissemination graph exactly once; however when network problems
occur, loss may prevent a packet from reaching some links in its dissemination graph
or a recovery protocol may cause it to be retransmitted on some links. Note that
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this deduplication distinguishes dissemination graphs from sets of independent but
potentially overlapping paths, where packets may be transmitted multiple times over
links shared by multiple paths.
The use of source-based routing eliminates the possibility of packets being dropped
due to inconsistent network views across the overlay nodes as routing re-stabilizes
after a change is detected: each node honors the dissemination graph stamped on
the packet, so it follows exactly the path decided at the time it is sent, even if
network conditions change while it is in flight. However, because the decision is made
at the source, this approach can increase the time required to respond to certain
network problems (compared with non-source-based protocols), as information about
the problem must propagate to the source before routing can be updated. While nonsource-based protocols may allow faster reaction times, they are much less flexible:
link-state single-path routing approaches are widely used, but for disjoint paths or
more complex dissemination graphs, it is not obvious how to implement an effective
non-source-based routing scheme that maintains the desired graph properties in all
cases (e.g. disjointness, or redundancy level).

3.1

Model

To understand what types of dissemination-graph-based routing approaches will
be most effective in supporting timely, reliable, and cost-effective delivery, we first
specify the model in which they are implemented and how they are evaluated.

3.1.1

Network Model

Our dissemination-graph-based routing is implemented at the overlay level. As
discussed in Chapter 2, each overlay node is connected to several other overlay nodes
via overlay links. Overlay links are logical links that use the Internet for their underlying communication medium. Each overlay link may have multiple ISP options
available, but for simplicity we only consider there to be one logical link between each
pair of neighboring overlay nodes.1 The overlay topology (i.e. set of overlay nodes
and links) is known to all of the overlay nodes, and is assumed not to change on the
timescales we consider.
Our experience shows that a relatively small number of nodes (i.e. tens) are sufficient to provide excellent global coverage. Since the number of neighbors of each
node (its degree) is also typically small in practice (i.e. less than ten), the number of
links in the topology is not too large. This makes it practical to specify the complete
set of overlay links that make up the dissemination graph to be used to transport
1

In practice, each pair of overlay neighbors decides on the underlying ISP to use on the link
between them, and this is abstracted to the rest of the network as a single logical link.
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a packet in that packet’s header (see Chapter 6 for implementation details). The
limited number of nodes also makes it feasible for each node to maintain global state
regarding the status (i.e. current loss rates and latencies) of all the overlay links in the
system. Note that in practice link status information takes time to be updated and
propagate through the network (on the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds).

3.1.2

Cost Model

A key design goal of our timely reliable transport service is that it be cost-effective.
While instantiating a structured overlay network incurs certain fixed costs (e.g. obtaining space in strategically located data centers, purchasing computers and networking equipment), those costs come from the framework itself and do not depend
on the particular overlay protocols that are used. Therefore, in evaluating different
dissemination-graph-based routing approaches we focus on the component of the cost
that varies with the approach used: the total cost of the bandwidth that approach
uses to transport a packet through the network.
In our model, the service provider instantiating the structured overlay network
makes sufficient access bandwidth available at each overlay node to support the demands of the applications they serve. Because provisioning sufficient bandwidth is
not difficult to do in practice, limiting the amount of data sent on each link to minimize congestion and best make use of limited bandwidth is not a concern. The key
constraint is the cost of the bandwidth used. In normal ISP pricing models, the ISP
customer (overlay service provider) purchases a certain amount of access bandwidth
for each node (e.g. 10 Gbps or more). The overlay operator commits to using a certain
percentage of that bandwidth (e.g. they will pay for at least 10-20% of the bandwidth
regardless of actual usage). If they use more than the commitment (which is the
normal case), they pay based on the total amount of bandwidth that was actually
used. Therefore, our model considers the total amount of bandwidth used per packet
as its cost metric. Note that while bandwidth costs for different links may vary based
on the ISP used and the location, these variations are relatively small, so we assume
that the cost of bandwidth is the same across all overlay links in the topology.
Analytical Measurement. Each time a packet is sent on an overlay link, it
counts against the total amount of bandwidth being used. Therefore, we consider the
cost CG of a given dissemination graph G to be the number of edges (overlay links)
E(G) included in that dissemination graph, since this corresponds to the number of
times each packet transported using that dissemination graph will need to be sent
in the normal case (although loss or retransmissions may affect this somewhat in
practice).
The overall cost of a dissemination-graph-based routing approach depends on
the cost of the dissemination graphs that it uses and how often each dissemination
graph is used. For static routing approaches, where the dissemination graph used
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for a particular flow does not change based on network conditions, the cost of the
routing approach is simply the cost of the single dissemination graph it uses. For
dynamic routing approaches, where a different dissemination graph can potentially
be selected for each packet in a flow, this overall cost can be computed as a weighted
average of the cost of the dissemination graphs used, where each graph is weighted
by the percent of the time it is used. However, because the amount of time that a
particular graph is used in a dynamic routing approach depends on the particular
network conditions experienced, we do not calculate exact costs analytically for these
approaches (although we will qualitatively discuss expected relative costs); we instead
measure the cost in practice by counting the number of packets actually sent.
Practical Measurement. When evaluating the cost of a dissemination-graphbased routing approach in a real or simulated deployment, we measure cost using
two different metrics. The first is simply the average dollar cost of selecting that
approach for a packet. As explained above, we abstract the dollar cost of bandwidth
as the number of packets that must be sent. Therefore, the dollar cost metric is
calculated as the as the total number of packets sent (including all redundant copies
of a given packet transmitted by any overlay node) divided by the total number of
packets introduced into the network by some source. While this metric is simple and
accurately represents the cost that would be paid using a particular routing approach
at a particular time, a potentially undesirable aspect is that it rewards unreliable
graphs that drop packets early in transmission. That is, approaches using graphs
that include many edges but result in packets being dropped before they have a
chance to traverse those edges will look less expensive than approaches using graphs
with the same number of edges in which packets successfully traverse all edges (but
it is true that the less reliable graphs would in fact result in a lower cost in terms of
real dollars spent).
Therefore, we also report a goodput cost metric that measures the average dollar
cost of successfully transporting a packet from its source to destination using a given
routing approach. This metric is calculated as the total number of packets sent
(including all redundant copies of a given packet transmitted by any overlay node)
divided by the total number of packets successfully delivered at their destination
within their time constraint.2
Considered together, these two metrics provide an understanding of both the
absolute cost of a dissemination-graph-based routing approach and the cost of the
approach relative to the level of reliability it provides.

3.1.3

Reliability Model

The reliability of a dissemination graph is defined as the probability that a packet
sent using that dissemination graph successfully reaches its destination. Reliability
2

This is the metric used in the cost analysis we present in [32].
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depends both on the structure of the dissemination graph that is used and on the
network conditions experienced at the time a packet is sent.
Analytical Measurement. We consider a dissemination graph G = (V, E),
where vertices V are overlay nodes and edges E are overlay links. We have an assignment of failure probabilities (loss rates) p : E → [0, 1] to edges and an assignment of
lengths (latencies) l : E → R+ to edges. In terms of reliability, a dissemination graph
over a network that experiences packet loss can be modeled as a random graph in
which each edge e ∈ E(G) in the underlying graph is removed with probability p(e),
where the failure probability p(e) corresponds to the loss rate of edge e. Essentially,
we view each packet as traversing a (potentially different) post-failure graph that includes all edges on which the packet can be successfully transmitted and excludes all
edges on which it is lost. Then, the probability that a packet sent over the dissemination graph successfully reaches its destination within its latency constraint (i.e. the
reliability of the graph) is exactly the probability that the source and destination are
connected by a path whose length is within the latency constraint in the post-failure
graph. Therefore, for a given source s, destination t, and latency constraint L, we
define the reliability of the dissemination graph G subject to the latency constraint
L as follows:
Definition 1. Let G{p} be the probability distribution over subgraphs obtained by
removing each edge e ∈ E(G) independently with probability p(e). The reliability of
G is then the probability that there exists a path from s to t of length at most L in a
subgraph H drawn from the probability distribution G{p} . We denote this probability
by Rel(G, s, t, L).
While we can precisely define the reliability of a dissemination graph for a given
source, destination, and set of network conditions, in many cases this value is not
easy to compute. In fact, without considering the latency constraint (or equivalently
when L is arbitrarily large), computing the reliability of a graph as defined above
is exactly the classical two-terminal reliability problem [23–26], which is known to
be #P-hard [22], implying that there is no polynomial-time algorithm for computing
reliability in the general case (there may exist a fully polynomial-time randomized
approximation scheme that can approximate the answer arbitrarily well, but this
is an open question; no such scheme is known today). Note that when discussing
two-terminal reliability, we will use a non-latency-constrained definition of reliability
Rel(G, s, t), which is equivalent to Definition 1 but only requires that s and t be
connected, rather than connected within distance at most L.
Of course, for certain restricted classes of graphs, computing reliability is simple.
For example, for a single path, the reliability is simply the probability
Q that the packet
can be successfully transmitted across every link in the path, or e∈E(G) (1 − p(e)).
However, for many of the arbitrary dissemination graphs we consider the computation
may not be feasible.
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Practical Measurement. In practical deployments or simulations, the reliability
of a dissemination graph is simply measured as the percentage of packets that are
delivered at their destination within the specified timeliness constraint. Therefore, to
determine the empirical reliability, we just count the total number of packets delivered
on time and divide that by the total number of packets introduced into the network.

3.2

Foundational Approaches to Dissemination Graph Construction

Building on the novel idea of dissemination-graph-based routing and our structured overlay framework for deploying such routing schemes over the Internet, we
investigate several foundational approaches to constructing the dissemination graphs
to be used in routing. These approaches range from a single path, to disjoint paths,
to arbitrary graphs, and can all be specified using our framework. Together, these
approaches present a range of trade-offs between reliability, cost, simplicity, and feasibility.

3.2.1

Dynamic Single Path

In a dynamic single path approach, each packet is sent on the shortest path from
its source to its destination, as determined by its source at the time the packet is sent.
While a variety of different metrics could be used in determining the shortest path,
we consider a link-weight metric based on the expected latency metric of [1], which
takes into account both the loss rate and the latency on each overlay link, with the
goal of selecting the path that is most likely to reach the destination within the time
constraint. Specifically, we calculate the expected latency of a link as:
(1 − p) · T + (p − 2p2 + p3 ) · (3T + ∆) + (2p2 − p3 ) · Tmax

(3.1)

Here, p is the current loss rate of the link, T is the current latency of the link,
3T + ∆ is the time needed to recover a lost packet (a constant ∆ to detect the loss,
plus three propagation delays for the original send, request, and retransmission), and
Tmax is the maximum allowed latency, used as a penalty for packets that are lost and
cannot be successfully recovered by the deadline.
This is the cheapest approach considered: the cost is just the number of overlay
links in the single best path (note that the best path in terms of expected latency may
not have the fewest number of overlay links, and therefore may not be the path with
the lowest cost). If there is any problem on the selected path that cannot be masked
by the recovery protocol being used, losses will be visible to the application at least
until a new path is selected. While subsecond rerouting is possible, the time needed
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Figure 3.1: Single-best-path dissemination graph (in terms of expected latency,
assuming normal-case latency and no loss) from New York to Los Angeles. Cost: 2
edges.
to react to problems can still result in interruptions of 100-200ms, which are not
acceptable for the most demanding applications. An example dissemination graph
for a flow from New, York to Los Angeles in a global overlay topology is shown in
Figure 3.1.

3.2.2

Static Two Node-Disjoint Paths

To avoid disruptions due to problems that occur on a single path, multiple paths
may be used simultaneously. When two static node-disjoint paths are used, each
packet is sent over a dissemination graph consisting of two node-disjoint paths, where
the paths are chosen at startup time based on their normal-case latencies.3 The paths
are not recomputed when loss rates or link latencies change, making this approach
very simple to implement, as no link monitoring or rerouting is required. This approach masks the failure of any one path, at approximately twice the cost of using
the single best path. However, because the paths are static, if both of the selected
paths experience a problem, the application will be affected until the problem resolves. Therefore, the effectiveness of the approach depends on the type of network
problems experienced; because it will continue to use its two initially selected paths
even if both paths fail, it can perform even worse than a single dynamic path in cases
where the two selected paths experience problems but some other better-performing
path exists.
3

Ideally, we would like to minimize the latency of the longer of the two paths, but there is not
a known efficient method to compute such paths. Instead, we minimize the sum of the latencies of
the two paths, which can be done efficiently, for example using Suurballe’s algorithm [33].
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Figure 3.2: Two node-disjoint paths (chosen based on expected latency, assuming
normal-case latency and no loss) from New York to Los Angeles. Cost: 5 edges.

3.2.3

Dynamic Two Node-Disjoint Paths

When two dynamic node-disjoint paths are used, each packet is sent over a dissemination graph consisting of two node-disjoint paths chosen based on their expected
latencies (considering both loss and latency, according to Equation 3.1), as calculated
at the packet’s source at the time it is sent.
Like static two node-disjoint paths, this approach costs about twice as much as
using the single best path, but it fixes the potential problem of continuing to use two
failed or problematic paths when alternative good paths are available. The application
will only experience a problem if both paths are affected before rerouting occurs, or
if no unaffected path exists.

3.2.4

Overlay Flooding

When overlay flooding is used, each packet is sent over every link in the overlay
topology. Overlay flooding is extremely expensive, but provides optimal timeliness
and reliability: if there is any path that can transport a packet from its source to its
destination within its deadline, it will be delivered on time.
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Figure 3.3: Overlay flooding from New York to Los Angeles. Cost: 64 (directed)
edges (direction arrows on edges are omitted for clarity).

3.2.5

Time-Constrained Flooding

Time-constrained flooding is a novel approach that preserves the optimality of
flooding at a lower cost. In time-constrained flooding, a packet is sent on every overlay
link that can improve the probability that it reaches its destination on time, providing
optimal reliability. Time-constrained flooding improves on the cost of overlay flooding
by not sending packets to nodes from which they cannot reach their destination within
the time allowed.
The time-constrained flooding dissemination graph between a source and destination for a given latency constraint is constructed as follows:
1. Run Dijkstra’s algorithm from the source to mark each node with its distance
(in terms of network latency) from the source.
2. Reverse all edges and run Dijkstra’s algorithm from the destination to mark
each node with its distance from the destination.
3. Iterate over each edge in the graph: let ds be the distance from the source to the
head vertex of the edge, dt be the distance from the tail vertex of the edge to the
destination, and l be the latency of the edge. If ds + dt + l ≤ latency constraint,
include the edge.
4. Remove unnecessary loops by checking whether each included node is on at least
one path from the source to the destination that does not include any cycles
and removing any nodes (and their adjacent edges) that are not on such a path.
The loop removal algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
5. Remove edges entering the source or leaving the destination (since the source
will not forward the packet again after its original introduction, and there is no
need to forward the packet further once it reaches its destination).
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Figure 3.4: Time-constrained flooding from New York to Los Angeles, using a 65ms
latency constraint. Cost: 31 edges.
The time-constrained flooding dissemination graph for a given source and destination can be computed once based on the normal-case latencies of the overlay links
and does not need to be recomputed as network conditions change. While latency
variations in the network may render some edges in the normal-case time-constrained
flooding graph ineffective at certain times, excluding these edges would provide only
minimal cost savings, so we do not consider it worth the additional complication of
recomputing the graph based on changing conditions. Time-constrained flooding is
optimal in terms of reliability, but it does not consider the cost of the dissemination
graph beyond removing edges that do not improve reliability and therefore is still
likely to be too expensive for practical use.

3.3

Optimal Dissemination Graphs

The ideal approach would be to send each packet using the cheapest dissemination
graph that meets its application’s reliability and latency constraints, based on current
network conditions (or alternatively, the most reliable dissemination graph that can
be constructed within a given budget).
From the perspective of a service provider who wants to minimize the cost of
providing an agreed upon level of service, we can specify the problem of choosing the
cheapest dissemination graph satisfying a given reliability constraint as follows:
Problem 1. Minimum-Cost Dissemination Graph. Given an input graph G =
(V, E), an assignment of failure probabilities p : E → [0, 1] to edges, a source s, a
destination t, latency constraint L, and a reliability requirement r ∈ [0, 1], our goal is
to find a subgraph H such that Rel(H, s, t, L) ≥ r and the number of edges |E(H)| in
the subgraph is minimized.
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Algorithm 1 Time-Constrained Flooding Loop Removal
1: Given an input graph G = (V, E), source s, destination t, latency constraint L,
and assignment of latencies to edges l : E → R+
2: Let G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), where V 0 ← V ∪ d and E 0 ← E ∪ {(s, d), (t, d)}, where d is a
dummy node added to the graph and l(s, d) = l(t, d) = 0
3: Let Gu = (Vu , Eu ) be an undirected version of G0 (collapse any edge pairs
(u, v), (v, u) ∈ E 0 to a single undirected edge (u, v))
. This requires that all
latencies are symmetric
4: Let list eval ← Vu \ {s, t, d}
5: while |list eval | > 0 do
6:
Choose some n ∈ list eval
7:
Let p1 , p2 be two disjoint paths of minimal total latency from n to d in Gu
(e.g. using Suurballe’s algorithm)
8:
if @p1 , p2 or l(p1 ) + l(p2 ) > L then
9:
Let Vu ← Vu \ {n}
10:
Let Eu ← Eu \ {(n, v)} ∀v : (n, v) ∈ Eu
11:
list eval ← list eval \ {n}
12:
else
13:
list eval ← list eval \ Vu (p1 ) \ Vu (p2 )
14:
end if
15: end while
16: Let G00 ← Gu with directedness restored. For each edge (u, v) ∈ Eu , (u, v) ∈
E 00 ⇐⇒ (u, v) ∈ E, and (v, u) ∈ E 00 ⇐⇒ (v, u) ∈ E
17: return G00
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Unfortunately, as discussed above, without considering latency constraints (which
only make the problem harder), calculating the reliability Rel(G, s, t, L) of an arbitrary graph is a #P-hard problem (it is exactly the two-terminal reliability problem).
Formally, the two-terminal reliability problem is defined as follows:
Problem 2. 2-Terminal Reliability. Given an input graph G = (V, E), an
assignment of failure probabilities p : E → [0, 1] to edges, a source s, and a destination
t, compute the reliability Rel(G, s, t).
We can define the associated decision problem as follows:
Problem 3. 2-Terminal Reliability (Decision). Given an input graph G =
(V, E), an assignment of failure probabilities p : E → [0, 1] to edges, a source s,
a destination t, and a reliability requirement r, determine whether the reliability
Rel(G, s, t) ≥ r.
The #P-hardness of 2-Terminal Reliability immediately implies that 2Terminal Reliability (Decision) is NP-hard. Based on the hardness of the
two-terminal reliability decision problem, we can show that solving the MinimumCost Dissemination Graph problem to calculate optimal dissemination graphs is
NP-hard to even approximate:
Theorem 1. Unless P = NP, there is no polynomial-time α-approximation for
Minimum-Cost Dissemination Graph for any α.
Proof. We prove this by a gap reduction from 2-Terminal Reliability (Decision). The reduction is trivial: given an instance (G, p, s, t, r) of 2-Terminal Reliability (Decision), we simply reinterpret it as an instance of Minimum-Cost
Dissemination
Graph with arbitrarily large L (specifically, it is sufficient to set
P
L ≥ e∈E(G) l(e) to ensure that the latency constraint will not exclude any simple
path in the graph). Let ALG be an α-approximation for Minimum-Cost Dissemination Graph. If rel(G, s, t, L) < r then by definition ALG must return INFEASIBLE. On the other hand, if rel(G, s, t, L) ≥ r, then ALG will return a subgraph
H where rel(H, s, t) ≥ r (and where |E(H)| is at most α times the optimum, but
the size bound is not important here). Hence, ALG lets us decide in polynomial
time whether rel(G, s, t, L) < r or rel(G, s, t, L) ≥ r, and so since 2-Terminal
Reliability (Decision) is NP-hard, ALG can only exist if P = NP.
While we can make it feasible to find optimal dissemination graphs for certain
practical overlay topologies using exhaustive search (using optimizations to limit the
search space as we describe in [34]), such computations are too slow to permit fast
reactions to network problems, taking on the order of tens of seconds to complete for
overlay topologies of the size we consider.
Moreover, because detecting and reacting to problems takes time, we find that
even the optimal dissemination graph for the current network conditions known at
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the source is not necessarily the best choice. The formulation above assumes that
the source has perfect knowledge of the network conditions (latencies and loss rates)
each packet will experience. In practice, however, it takes time to detect that a
loss rate or link latency has changed and to propagate that information back to the
source. Therefore, it is often useful to employ additional redundancy beyond what
is required to cope with current known problems to mitigate loss during the time
required to react to new problems.
Since a routing scheme based on computing optimal dissemination graphs is not
practical (due to the fact that it is not computationally feasible in all cases and due
to the lack of perfect knowledge of network conditions), we instead take a different
approach of learning about the types of network problems that occur in the field,
with the goal of developing data-informed approaches to effectively cope with these
types of problems. We discuss the process of collecting and analyzing real wide-area
network data and our findings in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Analyzing Network Problems in
the Field
Each foundational approach discussed in Chapter 3 presents a different set of
trade-offs between reliability, cost, simplicity, and feasibility. To determine how these
trade-offs interact in practice, we collect and analyze real network data to learn about
the types of network problems that occur in the field and how each approach performs
during such problems.

4.1

Flow Modeling with the Playback
Overlay Network Simulator

To analyze the performance that different overlay routing approaches would achieve
on a real global network, we developed the Playback Network Simulator. Playback is
an overlay simulation tool that collects data on each link of a real overlay topology and
then uses that per-link data to model the performance of one or more flows through
the network. Playback can simulate a flow from any source to any destination using
any dissemination-graph-based overlay routing protocol and any recovery protocol in
the family we consider (i.e. recoveries in the style of [1, 3]). A complete description
of the Playback Network Simulator is available in [35], but we provide an overview
here that also reflects some recent changes to Playback’s modeling approach.
Data Collection. To determine the network’s loss and latency characteristics,
Playback’s data collection component collects fine-grained data by sending messages
on each overlay link in the topology at short intervals. The sending frequency for
these messages is configurable, but for our wide-area analysis, we send a message
on each link every 10ms. The granularity may be further improved (e.g. to every
1ms) with an increased bandwidth allowance and improved logging infrastructure:
the ability to store logs as we recorded data over a long period of time and processes’
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ability to keep up with logging data from multiple neighbors were limiting factors in
our data collection.
During data collection, each node logs every message it receives, including sequence numbers and timestamps that allow the simulator to calculate loss and latency. Loss rates and round-trip latencies can be calculated directly. To determine
approximate one-way latencies, we assume that during periods with no network problems, the latency is symmetric between each pair of nodes (i.e. each one-way latency
is equal to half the round-trip time). We then use these one-way latencies determined
during stable periods to calculate clock skew and appropriately adjust the one-way
latencies during problematic periods. This approach is more accurate than simply
using half the round-trip latency, as we find that network problems that result in
increased latency on an overlay link often occur in only one direction.
Flow Simulation. For a given time period, source-destination pair, sending rate,
overlay routing protocol, and recovery protocol, the Playback Network Simulator
simulates the end-to-end performance of that flow based on the network conditions
at the specified time. For each simulated packet in the flow, it calculates whether
it would have reached the destination using the given protocols, and if so, what
its latency would have been. The simulated packet is propagated across the network
according to its dissemination graph. For each link the packet traverses, the simulator
calculates the latency and loss rate of that link by averaging over the collected data
for that link in a sliding modeling window centered at the time that packet reaches
the link. Based on the loss rate, the simulator randomizes to determine whether the
packet is successfully transmitted. If the first attempt to transmit the packet across a
link is unsuccessful, the simulator performs further randomizations to determine when
that loss is detected, whether a request for retransmission is successful, and whether a
retransmission of the packet is received, based on the specific recovery protocol used.
If the packet is successfully transmitted, the latency to traverse the link is calculated
as the average one-way link latency at that time, plus any time needed to perform
recovery.
When static routing approaches are used, the same dissemination graph is used for
each simulated packet. However, for dynamic approaches, the dissemination graphs
can change over time. Dynamic routing is done in a preprocessing step of the simulation, which processes the raw log files to determine when routing updates would have
been issued. In modeling dynamic reroutes, we assume that a routing update is issued
as soon as the average latency or loss rate measured over a sliding update detection
window changes by a certain threshold percentage. The size of the update detection
window affects how quickly we can respond to changes in the network: short update
detection windows allow for fast rerouting when problems occur, but may cause instability by rerouting in response to small changes in the network (our experience
shows windows on the order of a few hundred milliseconds to be practical). Once an
update is generated, we assume that it takes 65ms to propagate to the source. This is
a conservative estimate, since the maximum latency between two nodes in the North
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American portion of the overlay is about 50ms, and in many cases the delay will be
considerably shorter. In addition, to increase routing stability, once the loss rate or
latency on a link is raised, we do not allow it to be lowered again for 30 seconds to
avoid repeatedly attempting to use a link that may still be experiencing intermittent
problems. An increase in loss or latency will always be reported as soon as it is detected. The main phase of the simulation takes the list of reroutes as an input and
uses it to change dissemination graphs at the appropriate times.1
Note that all modeling parameters, including the modeling window, the update
detection window, and the delay for updates to propagate to the source, can be
changed, and the same data can be reanalyzed with different parameters. The only
parameter that cannot be changed after data collection is the collection interval itself
(which was 10ms for our wide-area analysis). In our evaluation, we use a modeling
window of 100ms (which corresponds to 10 packets in our data) and a update detection
window of 500ms, with a 2% loss update threshold and 10% latency-change threshold.

Figure 4.1: Global overlay topology spanning East Asia, North America, and Europe. Each circle represents an overlay node located in a data center.

4.2

Data Collection Environment

We collected data over a period of several months on a real global overlay network
that we have access to through LTN Global Communications [4]. The specific overlay
topology on which we collect data is based on the one used by LTN and uses the
same underlying infrastructure. This topology includes overlay nodes in twelve data
centers and spans East Asia, North America, and Europe, as shown in Figure 4.1.
The data centers are located in Hong Kong (HKG), San Jose, California (SJC), Los
Angeles, California (LAX), Denver, Colorado (DEN), Dallas, Texas (DFW), Chicago,
1

Note that the process for modeling dynamic reroutes has changed from the version of the Playback Simulator used in [32, 35] to better match the behavior of a real implementation.
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Illinois (CHI), Atlanta, Georgia (ATL), Washington, DC (WAS), New York, New York
(NYC), Baltimore, Maryland (JHU), London, UK (LON), and Frankfurt, Germany
(FRA).
While our overlay topology is based on LTN’s, the topology we measure is somewhat less resilient than the full LTN topology, as we only collected data using a
single ISP at each node at any given time, while the LTN topology has multiple ISP
options available simultaneously. Analyzing the performance impact of multihoming
and different ISP selection protocols is an interesting avenue for future work.
Over a period of four months, we collected four full weeks of data, using the
Playback Network Simulator’s data collection component.

4.3

Network Fault Pattern Analysis

We evaluated several of the foundational dissemination-graph construction approaches described in Chapter 3 to determine how they would have performed during
our data collection period and which types of problems they successfully address. The
approaches we considered were: dynamic single path, static two node-disjoint paths,
dynamic two node-disjoint paths, and time-constrained flooding. Each was evaluated using no recovery protocol and using the real-time recovery protocol of [1]. The
performance of each approach was evaluated for sixteen flows across North America.
These flows include all transcontinental source-destination combinations of four cities
on the East coast of the US (NYC, JHU, WAS, ATL) and two cities on the West
coast of the US (SJC, LAX). A full analysis of the results appears in Section 5.4; here
we only provide the intuition leading to our new method.
Overall, we find that two dynamic node-disjoint paths perform quite well, covering
about 70% of the performance gap between a single-path approach and the optimal
reliability of time-constrained flooding. Examining the data, we observed that most
instances in which two node-disjoint paths did not achieve 100% reliability for a
particular flow involved problems on links connected to the source or destination of
that flow. We classified each interval in which two node-disjoint paths experienced
problems and found that only about 3% of problems involved packets that were
dropped or late due to problems on links not connected to the source or destination.
Therefore, to close the performance gap between two disjoint paths and the optimal
time-constrained flooding, we focus on problems involving the source or destination of
a particular packet flow, as we find that such problems account for the vast majority
of that gap.
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Chapter 5
Dissemination-Graph-Based
Transport Service using Targeted
Redundancy
Based on the analysis described above, we design a new approach with the goal
of achieving reliability close to that of time-constrained flooding (which is optimal),
at a cost similar to that of two disjoint paths. Because we find that two disjoint
paths generally perform well, avoiding loss incurred when a single-path approach
would take time to react to and route around a problem, we use a dissemination
graph consisting of two disjoint paths in most cases. To close the performance gap
between two disjoint paths and the optimal time-constrained flooding, we focus on
problems involving the source or destination of a particular packet flow, as we find
that such problems account for the vast majority of that gap. Our approach is to
use a dissemination graph consisting of two disjoint paths for each source-destination
flow, except when a network problem is detected at the source or destination of the
flow.
Fast reactions to network problems require both quick detection of problems and
fast selection of graphs that can address those problems. Because calculating optimal dissemination graphs for arbitrary conditions is computationally intensive, our
approach to enabling fast graph selection is to pre-compute a limited number of dissemination graphs that can address most common problems, converting the difficult
optimization problem of computing a dissemination graph into a much simpler problem of classifying network events into a few broad categories. Based on the findings
that two disjoint paths avoid many common problems and that problems that cannot
be avoided using two disjoint paths generally involve a flow’s source or destination,
our approach is to use two dynamically computed node-disjoint paths in combination with three precomputed dissemination graphs. Offline, each source computes the
following three dissemination graphs for each of its possible destinations:
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(d) Robust source-destination-problem dissemination graph (12 edges).

Figure 5.1: Dissemination graphs for a flow from Atlanta to Los Angeles.
1. Source-problem dissemination graph
2. Destination-problem dissemination graph
3. Source-destination-problem dissemination graph
In the normal case, when no source or destination problems are detected, a source
will use a dissemination graph consisting of two dynamically computed node-disjoint
paths. The paths are computed based on current link latencies and loss rates, using
the expected latency metric, as described in Section 3.2.3. Specifically, we use an
algorithm based on the Ford-Fulkerson max-flow algorithm, as described in [36]. This
approach minimizes the sum of the latencies of the two paths and works well for the
practical overlay topologies we consider. Although we would prefer to select the
paths such that the latency of the longer of the two paths is minimized, dynamically
constructing the dissemination graph requires an efficient algorithm, and that problem
is known to be NP-complete.
The source-problem and destination-problem graphs add targeted redundancy
around the source or destination, respectively, while potentially reducing redundancy
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in the rest of the network to keep costs as close to two-disjoint paths as possible. The
robust source-destination-problem dissemination graph is more expensive, but adds
redundancy around both the source and destination. In addition, when a sourcedestination problem graph is selected for a particular flow, it is dynamically combined
with the current best two disjoint paths in order to create a highly robust graph. Figures 5.1a - 5.1d show examples of the four graph types for a flow across the US from
Atlanta, Georgia to Los Angeles, California.

5.1

Constructing Dissemination Graphs
with Targeted Redundancy

Unlike optimal dissemination graphs for arbitrary conditions, the three dissemination graphs that we precompute for each flow have well-defined structures, making
them considerably easier to compute. Below, we describe how each of these graphs is
computed.

5.1.1

Source-Problem and Destination-Problem
Graphs

The source-problem and destination-problem graphs aim to maximize the number
of ways out of the source or into the destination, respectively. For destination-problem
graphs, we consider all overlay nodes directly connected to the destination, eliminating
any that cannot be used by the source to reach the destination within the time
constraint (i.e. the latency of the shortest path from the source to that node, plus the
latency between that node and the destination exceeds the time constraint). We then
find a tree that connects the source to all of these nodes.1 The complete destinationproblem dissemination graph consists of this tree, plus the edges connecting these
nodes to the destination.
There are several possible methods for computing the tree that connects the source
to the neighbors of the destination. The simplest approach is to use the shortest-path
tree, as it is easy to compute and ensures the lowest possible latencies. The shortestpath tree may be a good practical choice for certain applications or large topologies,
but it does not provide cost guarantees.
We currently use minimal-cost shallow-light Steiner trees [37, 38], which provide
the lowest cost trees that ensure that the path from the source to each neighbor
node is short enough to allow it to reach the destination on time. While finding such
1

If the destination has many direct neighbors, the set of nodes to include can be pruned, for
example, by eliminating the nodes on the highest-latency paths, or furthest from the destination
(since recoveries are least likely to succeed in that case).
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trees is an NP-hard problem, exact calculations of these graphs are feasible for our
topology (and are likely to be feasible for many practical topologies, since they only
need to be performed once, offline). The exhaustive search algorithm used in our
current implementation is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Shallow-light Steiner tree via exhaustive search
1: Given an input graph G = (V, E), source s, destination t, set of target destination
neighbors N and assignment of latency constraints l : N → R+ to the target
neighbors
2: Let C ← V \ N \ {s, t}
3: for i ∈ [0, |C|] do
4:
for all C 0 such that C 0 ⊆ C and |C 0 | = i do
5:
feasible ← true
6:
V 0 ← C0 ∪ N ∪ s
7:
Let H be the subgraph of G composed of the vertices in V 0 and their adjacent
edges in E
8:
for all nj ∈ N do
9:
p(nj ) ← the shortest path from s to nj in H
10:
if @p(nj ) or length p(nj ) ≥ l(nj ) then
11:
feasible ← false
12:
break
13:
end if
14:
end for
S
15:
if feasible = true then return nj ∈N p(nj )
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end for
The running time of Algorithm 2 is exponential in the number of non-target
vertices, excluding the source and destination (i.e. the size of the set C): specifically,
its runtime is 2|C| × O(|E| + |V 2 |) or 2|C| × O(|E| + |V | log |V |), depending on the
implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm used for finding shortest paths. For a small
number of vertices (e.g. 15 to 20, which is sufficient to provide global coverage), this
is quite practical. Moreover, using more sophisticated algorithms, exact solutions can
be found in time exponential only in the number of target neighbor nodes, which is
likely to be small even in larger networks (since the fanout of each node is typically
bounded, and for destinations with large fanout, the target neighbor set would likely
be pruned to reduce costs) [38, 39]. However, if exact calculations are not feasible,
such trees can also be approximated (e.g. [37, 40]).
Note that algorithms for the shallow-light Steiner tree problem are typically specified with a single latency constraint for all targets, which does not quite fit our
problem. Because we are constructing a tree that connects the source to all of the
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neighbors of the destination, we must also account for the time required to get from
those neighbors to the destination itself. Therefore, for each neighbor v of the destination, we have a different latency constraint l(v) = L − l(e(v,t) ), which reduces the
allowed latency by the distance between the neighbor and destination. Algorithm 2
is specified to account for these different latency bounds, and other algorithms can
generally be adapted to take this into account. For example, for the algorithm in [38]
that provides an exact solution in time exponential only in the number of target
neighbors via reduction to the Directed Steiner Tree problem, this can be done by
modifying the layered graph constructed in the reduction.
While the above discussion was framed in terms of destination-problem graphs, the
same approaches can be used for source-problem graphs by simply reversing the edges
of the graph and treating the source as the destination. Reversing the edges in the
final solution then gives a graph that connects the source to all of its neighbors that
can provide an on-time path to the destination and connects all of those neighbors
to the destination via a tree that respects the latency constraint.

5.1.2

Robust Source-Destination-Problem
Graphs

The robust source-destination-problem graphs are more expensive than the other
graphs types, but this is acceptable because they are only used rarely, in the case
of multiple problem types occurring simultaneously in the network. These graphs
are precomputed to add redundancy around both the source and destination and
dynamically modified to ensure that there are at least two node-disjoint paths between
the source and destination.
In our approach, the precomputed base graphs are created by simply taking the
union of the edges in the source-problem and destination-problem graphs. At the
time that the graph is used, it is combined with the current best two node-disjoint
paths (based on network conditions), creating a highly robust graph, composed of
the union of all three other graph types used in our approach (dynamic two paths,
source-problem, and destination-problem). While this method does not provide strict
cost guarantees, that is acceptable for these infrequently used graphs that must be
highly robust to failures.
Developing a principled method of constructing dissemination graphs that provide
the necessary robustness while also minimizing cost is a challenging problem. One
method we have considered is to construct a highly robust graph that connects each
neighbor of the source to each neighbor of the destination. Intuitively, this ensures
that (assuming there are no problems in the middle of the network), it is sufficient for
the source to successfully transmit the packet to any one of its neighbors and for the
destination to be able to receive the packet from any one of it neighbors (since each
neighbor of the source will forward the packet to all neighbors of the destination).
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Unfortunately, we have shown that such computing such graphs is W[1]-hard with
respect to the number of neighbor combinations, even in the case that all edges are of
unit length and unit cost, making it unlikely to be feasible as a general approach [38].

5.2

Quick Problem Detection System

Fast rerouting is accomplished using a quick detection system in which each overlay node monitors each of its links, flooding an update to all of the other overlay
nodes whenever it detects that a new problem has started on one of its links or
that an existing problem has resolved. When the number of problematic incoming
links for a given node exceeds a certain threshold, each source will switch to using a
destination-problem graph for that destination. Similarly, if a node detects problems
on a threshold number of its outgoing links, it will switch to using source-problem
graphs. The source-destination-problem graphs are used when there are problems
at both the source and destination. In addition, if a source-problem or destinationproblem graph is selected for a given flow, and a problem is also detected on another
link of that dissemination graph (not at the source or destination), the robust sourcedestination-problem graph will also be used.
While all specific thresholds are configurable, we currently consider a link problematic if its measured loss rate is greater than 2% (a loss rate of exactly 2% is not
considered problematic) or if its latency is at least 25% above its baseline latency. A
source is considered problematic if at least two of its outgoing links are classified as
problematic, and a destination is considered problematic if at least two of its incoming
links are classified as problematic.
This approach is scalable to large numbers of simultaneous packet flows, as it
requires only a small monitoring overhead per overlay link. All simultaneous flows
between a particular source-destination pair can use the same dissemination graph,
so no per-flow monitoring is needed. Note that if the same overlay deployment needs
to support applications with significantly different latency constraints, it may be
necessary to maintain multiple graph sets for each flow (one for each application
class), but in practice it is likely simpler to run separate overlay instances in parallel,
with applications distributed across them based on their timeliness constraints.

5.3

Potential Optimization: Faster
Reaction

One potential drawback of our source-based routing approach compared with linkstate routing is that information about changes in network conditions must be propagated back to the source before a flow can be rerouted. We currently consider this
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delay acceptable, because it is not clear that a non-source-based scheme can guarantee that the desired graph properties are maintained, and because the propagation
delay is typically relatively small. We target applications with demanding latency
constraints (on the order of 65ms), so clearly for such applications, the propagation
delay cannot be more than the required latency constraint (i.e. the service is not
feasible unless the propagation delay from source to destination is less than 65ms).
In general, the propagation delay between any two points on the globe (e.g. Europe
to Asia, passing through North America, which is a distance greater than half the
globe) is within about 150ms.
However, the flexibility of dissemination graphs offers an avenue for optimizing
the reaction time of the protocol by allowing intermediate nodes to add edges to the
dissemination graph on a packet. We do not want to give intermediate nodes full
power to determine the graph, since intermediate nodes may have different views of
the current network conditions, and it is not clear how to ensure that the packet
traverses, for example two paths that are actually node disjoint in that situation.
However, adding edges to a graph can only improve reliability (assuming sufficient
node processing power and total bandwidth, which the overlay service provider provisions). Therefore, one approach is to allow intermediate nodes in a dissemination
graph to increase the redundancy of the dissemination graph if they detect problems
that are not accounted for in the dissemination graph on a received packet. For example, if the source is not yet aware of a problem at the destination (and so uses a
dissemination graph consisting of two disjoint paths), nodes closer to the destination
that are already aware of the problem could modify that graph, for example by simply
adding the edges in the destination-problem graph to increase redundancy.
While such an approach can improve reaction times, it complicates the protocol,
as intermediate nodes need more involved protocol-specific logic, rather than simply
forwarding each packet based solely on the edges in the dissemination graph stamped
on it. Considering this trade-off, we currently choose to favor protocol simplicity and
do not attempt to optimize reaction time in this way.

5.4

Evaluation via Simulation

To assess the performance of our dissemination-graph-based routing approach that
adds targeted redundancy during problems involving a flow’s source or destination,
we use our Playback Network Simulator, as described in Section 4.1. We analyze
how the targeted redundancy approach would perform over the four weeks of data
we collected over several months (from July to October 2016) and compare it to the
initial dissemination graph construction approaches we considered in Section 4.3. For
the single-path dissemination-graph approach, we additionally consider a redundant
single path scheme, in which each message is originally transmitted twice, separated
by 0.5ms, as this represents the simplest approach to adding redundancy in packet
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transmission.
We consider the same sixteen transcontinental flows as in Section 4.3, modeling
a sending rate of one packet per millisecond for each flow. This rate corresponds
well to the applications we target (described in Chapter 7). All results consider a
65ms one-way latency deadline, since we aim to support highly interactive remote
manipulation applications. While the complete transport service uses the recovery
protocol of [1], here we present results both with and without recoveries to assess the
benefit provided by both the routing and recovery protocol components.

5.4.1

Overall Performance

Table 5.1 presents overall reliability and availability results for each of the disseminationgraph-based routing approaches we consider, aggregated over all sixteen flows across
the US and over all four weeks of data collection. We say that a flow is unavailable if
the loss rate on that flow exceeds 50% over a period of at least one second. As seen
in Table 5.1, over the course of a week, the average unavailability for a flow using a
single-path approach is about 35 seconds, or about 25-29 seconds using any of the
other approaches. This translates to an overall availability of about 99.994% for a
single path and 99.995-99.996% for the other approaches.
For the time that a flow is available, we calculate its reliability, or the percentage of
packets delivered within their latency deadline. From Table 5.1, we see that both timeconstrained flooding and our targeted redundancy approach reach nearly 99.9999%.
This translates to about 1.4-1.5 packets per million that do not arrive within their
deadline using these approaches, compared to 9-23 packets per million that do not
arrive on time for the other approaches, representing close to an order of magnitude
improvement.
Routing Approach

Availability

Reliability

99.995883%

Unavailability
(seconds per flow
per week)
24.90

99.999863%

Reliability
(packets lost or
late per million)
1.37

99.995864%

25.02

99.999849%

1.51

99.995676%
99.995266%
99.995223%
99.994286%

26.15
28.63
28.89
34.56

99.999103%
99.998438%
99.998715%
99.997710%

8.97
15.62
12.85
22.90

(%)
Time-Constrained Flooding
Targeted Redundancy
(via Dissemination Graphs)
Dynamic Two Disjoint Paths
Static Two Disjoint Paths
Redundant Single Path
Single Path

(%)

Table 5.1: Aggregate availability and reliability with 65ms latency constraint, over
four weeks and sixteen transcontinental flows (using the recovery protocol of [1]).
Table 5.2 shows the same availability and reliability metrics as Table 5.1 but
without using any recovery protocol to retransmit lost packets. These results show
a very similar overall pattern but with lower overall reliabilities. The use of the
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Routing Approach

Availability

Reliability

99.995883%

Unavailability
(seconds per flow
per week)
24.90

99.999702%

Reliability
(packets lost or
late per million)
2.98

99.995863%

25.02

99.999687%

3.13

99.995676%
99.995264%
99.995222%
99.993974%

26.15
28.64
28.90
36.44

99.998736%
99.998156%
99.998519%
99.997190%

12.64
18.44
14.81
28.10

(%)
Time-Constrained Flooding
Targeted Redundancy
(via Dissemination Graphs)
Dynamic Two Disjoint Paths
Static Two Disjoint Paths
Redundant Single Path
Single Path

(%)

Table 5.2: Aggregate availability and reliability with 65ms latency constraint, over
four weeks and sixteen transcontinental flows (no recovery protocol).
recovery protocol does not significantly affect availability, as periods of unavailability
are generally caused by complete disconnections, which cannot be overcome through
recoveries.

5.4.2

Comparison of Approaches

As time-constrained flooding sends packets over every link that can possibly improve reliability, it provides an upper bound on the performance that any dissemination graph or path can achieve (using the same recovery protocol). Since single-path
approaches are commonly deployed today, we use our single-path approach as a baseline. We consider the performance gap between time-constrained flooding and a single
path as the scale for measuring the performance of other approaches.
Specifically, for each week, we calculate this performance gap as the difference
between the total number of packets delivered by their 65ms deadline using the singlepath approach and using time-constrained flooding. Across all sixteen flows, with
each flow sending at a rate of one packet per millisecond, time-constrained flooding
would deliver 68,112 more packets on time than a single path in Week 1, 480,806
more packets in Week 2, 115,152 more packets in Week 3, and 615,397 more packets
in Week 4, for a total of 1,279,467 more packets delivered on-time across all four
weeks (out of over 38.7 billion total packets). Table 5.3 shows what percent of this
performance gap each approach covers, aggregated over all sixteen flows for each of
the four weeks we consider.
These results show that our dissemination graph approach with targeted redundancy achieves close to optimal reliability, covering 98.97% of the gap between timeconstrained flooding and single-path routing (for a total of 1,266,286 additional packets delivered on time compared to single-path routing). While two disjoint paths
offer a substantial improvement over a single path, they do not reach the same level
of reliability, covering about 70% of that gap if dynamic reroutes are used and about
40% if the paths are static.
In addition, the “Scaled Cost” column of Table 5.3 shows that our approach is
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Routing Approach
Time-Constrained Flooding
Targeted Redundancy
(via Dissemination Graphs)
Dynamic Two Disjoint Paths
Static Two Disjoint Paths
Redundant Single Path
Single Path

Week 1
2016-07-12
100.00%

Week 2
2016-08-08
100.00%

Week 3
2016-09-01
100.00%

Week 4
2016-10-13
100.00%

Overall
100.00%

Scaled Cost
(Dollar Cost)
14.350

94.19%

99.19%

98.00%

99.50%

98.97%

2.203

80.91%
-76.72%
54.12%
0.00%

71.34%
50.89%
37.25%
0.00%

47.73%
53.58%
4.89%
0.00%

73.46%
40.79%
59.10%
0.00%

70.74%
39.50%
45.75%
0.00%

2.197
2.194
2.000
1.000

Table 5.3: Percent of the benefit of time-constrained flooding obtained by each
approach and scaled cost (baseline is single-path).
able to provide this performance improvement at a cost increase of less than 0.3%
compared with two disjoint paths, with two disjoint paths costing a little less than
10% more than twice the cost of the single best path. The source-problem and
destination-problem graphs used by our approach may include about twice as many
edges as a graph consisting of two disjoint paths (as shown in Figures 5.1b and 5.1c),
and the more expensive source-destination-problem graphs can include three times
as many edges (as in Figure 5.1d). However, the more expensive graphs are used
infrequently: in our analysis over four weeks, our targeted redundancy approach uses
the (dynamically computed) two node-disjoint paths dissemination graph 99.670%
of the time, the source-problem graph 0.117% of the time, the destination-problem
graph 0.159% of the time, and the source-destination-problem graph 0.054% of the
time. This means that over the course of a week for a given flow, the source-problem
graph is used for a little less than 12 minutes, the destination-problem graph is used
for about 16 minutes, and the source-destination-problem graph is used for about 5.5
minutes. Therefore, the approach incurs a small total overhead compared with two
disjoint paths. In contrast, time-constrained flooding has an overhead of more than
6.5 times the cost of two disjoint paths (or over 14 times the cost of a single path),
making it too expensive for practical use. Note that while we only list the dollar
cost metric in Table 5.3, the goodput cost metric is nearly identical: for the precision
we consider, the only change is that time-constrained flooding’s scaled cost would be
reduced to 14.349 from 14.350.
While the overall pattern of results is fairly consistent across the four weeks,
Week 1 and Week 3 show a few interesting differences. The Week 1 results illustrate
the major drawback of using two static disjoint paths: such an approach will continue
to use the same paths even if they suffer a complete disconnection or other severe
problem, which can cause it to perform much worse than even a single-path approach
that is able to route around problems. In Week 1, such incidents occur several times,
causing the static two disjoint paths approach to perform considerably worse than
the dynamic single path approach. This is the reason for the -76.72% figure for static
two disjoint paths in Week 1: in this week, the static approach does not cover any of
the performance gap between the single path approach and time constrained flooding.
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Instead, it actually underperforms the single path approach by 76.72% of that gap.
For a simple example of how this can happen, we can consider an event on July
15, 2016, where the outgoing links from San Jose to Dallas and from San Jose to
Denver were both disconnected nearly simultaneously. During this time, the outgoing links to Los Angeles and New York continued to work without problems, allowing
time-constrained flooding to operate without any interruption and allowing all of the
dynamic routing approaches to reroute within about 500ms. In contrast, the static
two disjoint paths approach continues to attempt to use the same two disconnected
paths, and is not able to resume successful delivery until the disconnection ends over
1 second later. More dramatically, substantially elevated latency on those same links
later that same day results in a full 25 seconds during which packets cannot be delivered on time on the San Jose to Baltimore flow, while the other routing approaches
experience negligible interruptions. This effect contributes to the redundant singlepath approach outperforming two static disjoint paths overall, although we note that
our independent loss modeling also provides the best-case simulated performance for
redundant sending (as it assumes that the loss probability of the second copy of a
packet is independent of the outcome of the first packet).
In Week 3, however, we see another unusual pattern, where the redundant singlepath approach provides only a minimal benefit compared to the basic single-path
approach (covering only 4.89% of the gap between it and time-constrained flooding,
compared to the 35-60% it normally covers). This is because many of the problems
in Week 3 stem from link disconnections that lead to suboptimal routing decisions
(i.e. choosing paths that may be loss-free but cannot deliver packets on time; see Section 6.5.2.3 for a detailed examination of one such incident). Because the redundant
single-path approach uses the same routing algorithm, it is limited to essentially the
same performance as the single-path approach: sending packets multiple times on a
path that cannot reach the destination on time does not provide any higher reliability
than sending them only once on that path.

5.4.3

Case Study

While our dissemination graph approach performs comparably to two disjoint
paths during periods when the network is largely loss-free, it can provide a dramatic
improvement during problematic periods. Table 5.1 shows very low loss when averaged over the course of several weeks, but this loss is not uniformly distributed
over time: the service should provide acceptable performance even during periods of
highly concentrated loss. Figures 5.2a and 5.2c show the performance of the flow from
Atlanta to Los Angeles during one such period, occurring on August 15, 2016 (during Week 2). In these figures, blue dots represent packets delivered within the 65ms
latency constraint, while red dots represent packets delivered after 65ms or dropped
(dropped packets are shown at 0ms latency). During this 110-second interval, all of
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the Los Angeles node’s incoming links were experiencing loss ranging from about 20%
to 70%. Using dynamic single path routing with real-time hop-by-hop recovery results
in an effective rate of lost or late packets of about 24.9%, while using two disjoint
paths plus recovery reduces it to about 4.6%. In this case, our approach provides
more than an order of magnitude improvement compared with two disjoint paths,
reducing the rate of packets not delivered within 65ms to about 0.3% and matches
the (optimal) performance of time-constrained flooding.
This improvement stems from the fact that the destination-problem dissemination
graph from Atlanta to Los Angeles provides additional ways into the Los Angeles
node, and additional opportunities for lost packets to be recovered. This can be seen
in the distinct “stripes” in Figures 5.2b and 5.2c. Using two paths (Figure 5.2b), one
path generally uses the Dallas overlay node as its last hop before reaching Los Angeles
and has a latency of about 26ms (lowest blue stripe), while the other goes through
Denver and has a latency of about 32ms (second blue stripe). Packets that are initially
lost but subsequently recovered on the shorter path generally arrive with a latency of
about 60ms (blue stripe at 60ms), while packets recovered on the longer path often
arrive too late, with latencies around 70ms (highest red stripe). For two substantial
periods, a path with San Jose as the next-to-last hop is used instead, resulting in base
latency around 33ms, but faster recoveries (around 43ms). Figure 5.2c illustrates the
impact of the destination-problem graph, including several additional blue stripes that
represent the additional paths and recovery opportunities available between the source
and destination by making use of all of the Los Angeles node’s relevant neighbors.
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(a) Single path (27,353 lost or late packets, 5 packets with latency over 120ms not shown).

(b) Two node-disjoint paths (5,100 lost or late packets, 15 packets with latency over 120ms
not shown).

(c) Novel dissemination-graph-based approach, adding targeted redundancy at the destination (338 lost or late packets).

Figure 5.2: (Simulated) packets received and dropped over a 110-second interval on
August 15, 2016 from Atlanta to Los Angeles.
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5.5

Dissemination Graph Work Evolution

We first introduced the concept of a timely, reliable, and cost-effective transport
service using dissemination-graph-based routing with targeted redundancy in [32].
That work included a dissemination-graph-based routing protocol similar to the one
presented in this chapter and evaluated its effectiveness using the same four weeks
of network data that we analyze here. However, the protocol and analysis in this
chapter differ from [32] in several important ways.
First, the dissemination-graph-based algorithm we present here is an improvement
on the algorithm presented in [32]. That work used a simpler approach, in which the
two disjoint paths used by the protocol were static, so all four dissemination graph
types could be precomputed, and the protocol only needed to switch between them
based on network conditions. While the simplicity of this approach is appealing, and it
was shown to provide excellent results using our collected data, relying solely on static
graphs is risky for practical deployments that require high availability. Although the
graphs used by the approach provide high reliability overall, it is still possible (if rare)
to encounter a situation in which even the most robust graph used by the approach
does not include a currently functional means of reaching the destination on time,
even though some such path exists (and could be found by a dynamic approach).
Therefore, the new protocol presented in this thesis uses two dynamic node-disjoint
paths in the normal case, and incorporates them into the robust source-destination
problem graphs as well.
Note that an alternative approach using only static graphs would be to fall back
to overlay flooding or time-constrained flooding in the case of a problem that is not
handled by the robust source-destination graph. However, such an approach requires
significantly higher overprovisioning of the network bandwidth to ensure that the
network can support the worst case of all flows using time-constrained flooding and
therefore may not be feasible. In contrast, our dynamic approach actually tends to
reduce costs overall, as we use the source-problem, destination-problem, and sourcedestination problem dissemination graphs less often than in the protocol from [32].
Because the previous protocol used two static paths, it shifted to a more robust
graph as soon as one source or destination problem was detected if that problem fell
on one of the edges included in the two static paths. With two dynamic paths, this
is not necessary: rerouting the two paths effectively addresses this problem, so we
never switch to a more robust problem-type graph unless at least two problems of the
relevant type are detected.
Second, the analysis in this chapter uses an updated version of the Playback
Network Simulator, with routing and disconnection modeling that more closely match
the behavior that would be found in a real overlay implementation. Therefore, the
results presented in this chapter are not directly comparable with the results from [32],
as both the protocol and simulation have been modified.
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Chapter 6
Implementation
The dissemination-graph-based transport service developed in this thesis is implemented in the Spines overlay messaging framework and is available as open source as
part of Spines [8]. The implementation builds on the existing capabilities in Spines to
deploy overlay networks, dynamically monitor network characteristics, and perform
overlay-level routing and hop-by-hop recovery [41]. It augments those existing capabilities with a generic framework for dissemination-graph-based routing, an ability
to route based on which links are classified as problematic (in terms of their current
loss and latency), and an implementation of the specific dissemination-graph-based
routing protocol described in Chapter 5.

6.1

Generic Dissemination-Graph-Based
Routing

We implemented dissemination-graph-based routing in Spines using a bitmask
with one bit per (directed) link in the overlay topology to compactly represent the
graph. When sending a packet, the source specifies the dissemination graph to use
for that packet by setting exactly the bits in the bitmask that correspond to the links
that should be included in that packet’s dissemination graph. When an intermediate
node receives a packet to forward, it loops through all of its neighbors and checks
whether the edge from itself to that neighbor is set in the bitmask on the packet; if
it is set, it simply forwards the packet to that neighbor.
While a bitmask large enough to represent all the directed edges in the overlay
topology must be included in the header of each packet, this small overhead is not
a limiting factor for the approach: we currently use exactly 64 bits (one word) to
represent all the overlay links in a globe-spanning topology and expect 128 bits (two
words) to be sufficient to represent most overlay topologies of the size needed to
support our target applications, although any size bitmask is supported.
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De-duplication. When dissemination graphs are used, packets may be disseminated over graphs that are more complex than a single path or fully disjoint paths.
In this case, an intermediate node may receive copies of the same packet from several
of its neighbors. In such cases, the intermediate node should not forward the packet
each time it receives one of the copies: it instead performs de-duplication, only forwarding the packet the first time it is received. This ability to perform de-duplication
in the middle of the network is enabled by the structured overlay’s ability to maintain
flow-based state at each overlay node.
To allow de-duplication, each source maintains a sequence number for the packets
that it sends using source-based routing. Each time that source sends a packet using
source-based routing, it increments this sequence number and stamps it on the packet.
Each overlay node maintains a fixed-size history for each other node in the network;
this history temporarily stores the sequence numbers of packets that this node has
received from those sources. The history is implemented as a simple circular buffer.
Upon receiving a packet, the node looks up its sequence number in its buffer for that
packet’s source (by simply using the sequence number modulo the buffer size to get
the correct index in the buffer). If the received packet is newer (i.e. has a higher
sequence number) than the stored sequence number, the node forwards the packet
and replaces the stored sequence number with the new one. If the packet’s sequence
number is identical to or older than the stored one, it is discarded.
Note that if there is a large amount of packet reordering, it is possible for a node to
incorrectly reject a packet that it never forwarded as a duplicate, because it may have
already received a newer packet for the relevant buffer slot. However, by correctly
setting the size of the buffer, we can ensure that nodes will never discard a packet
that may still be useful. For protocols that require timeliness and may not be 100%
reliable (like the ones used for our timely, reliable transport service), this simply
means setting the buffer large enough that any packet that falls outside the current
history window is already past its delivery deadline (and therefore no longer useful).
Specifically, the buffer should be able to hold at least a number of packets equal to
the maximum sending rate of any source (in packets per millisecond) multiplied by
the longest application delivery deadline being served (in milliseconds). This size can
be configured for the overlay based on the applications that it needs to support. For
example, we currently use a history of 100,000 sequence numbers. Targeting flows
with sending rates of 1 packet per millisecond and deadlines of about 65 milliseconds,
this configuration can support over 1500 such flows per source simultaneously. Of
course, if more flows or higher sending rates are needed, this value can easily be
increased: storing 100,000 8-byte sequence numbers for each of about 20 sources
requires about 16 MB of memory, which is not a problem today. For fully reliable
protocols, the history should be at least the size of the windows used for reliability
(although the combination of dissemination-graph-based routing and a reliable link
protocol is not yet implemented in Spines).
Finally, note that to work across overlay node restarts, each source sequence con47
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sists of two parts: a 32-bit sequence number and a 32-bit incarnation. The sequence
number part is incremented each time the source introduces a new message, as described above. The incarnation part is set to the current time (in epoch seconds)
when the Spines daemon starts up. A packet is considered new if its incarnation is
later than the stored incarnation, or the incarnation is equal and the sequence number
is higher. Without time-based incarnations, a source that went down, came back up,
and restarted its sequence number at one would have its messages discarded by the
other nodes until it eventually reached a sequence number higher than the highest
one it had sent prior to restarting. Of course, if a node starts up, goes down, and
restarts within one second (causing it to choose the same incarnation on restart), its
initial messages may still be discarded, but since the number of messages it could have
sent in the fraction of a second that it was up is likely limited, this is not a serious
problem in practice. This approach also handles the range limitation of the 32-bit
sequence number: once the sequence part rolls over, the source simply increments
the incarnation part and allows the sequence part to restart (of course, these can be
increased to 64-bit numbers to mitigate this issue as well, at the cost of using larger
headers and more memory to store the history).

6.2

Problem-Type Routing

The dissemination-graph-based transport service described in Chapter 5 depends
on the ability to classify links as problematic. To implement this in Spines, we add
both a new flag to propagate information about problematic links throughout the
network and a concept of a baseline weight to determine if a link is experiencing
higher than normal latency.
Baseline weights are specified in the Spines configuration file that each daemon
reads when it starts up. This configuration file specifies all of the nodes and links in
the overlay topology, as well as a baseline latency for each link. This baseline latency
corresponds to the roundtrip latency of that link under normal conditions and can be
measured prior to instantiating the overlay network by simply pinging between the
relevant overlay nodes. If baseline latencies are not available, Spines could be set up
to ignore latency for the purpose of problem classification and only detect problems
based on loss, but this may result in some problems not being identified or being
identified later than would have been possible otherwise.
As part of the normal operation of Spines, each node monitors its connections
to its overlay neighbors, tracking the status (connected/disconnected), loss rate, and
latency on each of its links. Based on this information, the node calculates a link
weight for each of its outgoing links (which varies based on the link-weight metric
used), and when the weight for a link changes, it floods that information throughout
the overlay network. We augment the information in the flooded update with a
flag indicating whether the link is currently judged to be problematic, based on the
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thresholds set up in Spines. In principle, this flag can be used to allow problem-type
routing to coexist with any of the link-weight metrics in Spines, although the current
implementation only supports its use with the expected latency metric designed for
applications that require both timeliness and reliability (described in Section 3.2.1).
The calculated link weight can be used normally to compute shortest paths or disjoint
paths, while the flag can be used to switch between the graph classes (two disjoint
paths, source-problem, destination-problem, and robust source-destination-problem
graphs) in our approach (and could be used by new routing protocols as well).
Note that in order to avoid flooding updates for minor link weight variations,
updates are only sent if the change in link weight crosses a significance threshold. A
change is considered significant if it changes the state of the problem flag (i.e. if a
problem starts or is resolved) or if the value of the metric changes by more than a
threshold percentage (with a default of 10% in Spines today). To improve stability,
we also enforce that a link weight cannot decrease for at least 30 seconds after it was
last increased. The default problem threshold settings in Spines are set such that
a link will be considered problematic if its loss rate exceeds 2% or if its measured
latency is 25% higher than its baseline latency. A problematic link will be restored
to normal status once its loss rate returns to 0.5% or less, and its latency is within
15% of its baseline value.

6.3

Timely, Reliable Transport Service

We use the generic dissemination-graph-based routing and problem-type routing
capabilities described above to implement the timely, reliable transport service described in Chapter 5.
Our transport service uses the existing real-time link protocol in Spines to provide
timely hop-by-hop recovery. As explained in Section 2.4, the real-time recovery protocol allows a packet lost on a given overlay link to be requested and retransmitted
at most once, and only if it can be recovered within its timeliness constraint. Each
node stores packets for potential retransmissions until they are requested (since after
a packet is requested once, it will never be asked for again) or until its deadline has
passed (since it is no longer useful after that point) [1].
At startup, each node computes the three static dissemination graphs options
(source-problem, destination-problem, and source-destination-problem) that it will
use in routing flows from itself to each of the other node in the network. It generates
and stores the bitmask representing each of these graphs.
To perform dissemination-graph-based routing using the approach described in
Chapter 5, each node keeps track of which type of dissemination graph it is currently
using for each other node in the overlay topology. When a node has a new packet to
introduce into the network for a particular destination, it looks up what graph type is
currently being used for that destination. If a source-problem or destination-problem
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graph is currently being used, the node simply copies the appropriate precomputed
bitmask into the packet header and forwards the packet on all of its outgoing links
included in the bitmask. If a two node-disjoint paths graph is currently being used,
the source checks whether it already has the relevant two paths graph cached; if so,
it can simply copy it, otherwise it computes it as described in Chapter 5, copies it
into the packet header and adds it to the cache (the full cache of computed paths is
cleared each time a link weight is updated). If a robust source-destination-problem
graph is being used, the source determines the dynamic two paths component of the
graph as in the two paths graph case and then performs a bitwise “or” operation to
combine it with the precomputed source-destination-problem graph before stamping
it on the packet.
The current graph type used for a destination is updated in response to link
weight updates. Recall that each node is responsible for sending out updates about
changes on its outgoing links and receives flooded updates from the other nodes
regarding their outgoing links. As discussed above in Section 6.2, links are classified
as problematic when they experience loss or elevated latency. A source will switch to
using a destination-problem graph for a particular destination if a threshold number of
that destination’s incoming links are currently classified as problematic. It will switch
to using a source-problem graph if a threshold number of its own outgoing links are
classified as problematic. We currently use a threshold of two problematic links, as
a dynamic two-disjoint-paths graph can successfully address any single problem by
relying on the second path to deliver packets until the problem is detected and then
routing away from the problematic link once it is detected.
The robust source-destination-problem graph will be used for a flow when multiple
problem types occur simultaneously. If both a source problem and a destination
problem are detected for a given flow, the source-destination-problem graph will be
used. Moreover, if either a source- or destination-problem graph is being used and a
new problem is detected on a link that is in the active dissemination graph but is not
part of the known source or destination problem (i.e. that is not an incoming link for
the destination in the case of a destination-problem graph or that is not an outgoing
link for the source in the case of source-problem graph), the source will switch to
using the robust source-destination-problem graph.
If the current network conditions for a given destination do not fall into any of
the problem classes described above, the dynamically computed dissemination graph
consisting of two node-disjoint paths (chosen to minimize the sum of their expected
latencies based on current conditions) is used.
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6.4

Practical Considerations and
Optimizations

We have presented a dissemination-graph-based routing approach that aims to be
simple, cost-effective, and reliable. While the core service we presented selects one
particular trade-off between the factors of simplicity, cost, and reliability, in practice,
we find that for high-value applications it can be desirable to even further optimize
reliability (at the expense of slightly increased cost or reduced algorithmic simplicity).
Here we describe several modifications to the core service that we use in practice or
believe can provide even better service for high-value applications.
Shortest-Path-Tree Dissemination Graphs. Section 5.1.1 presents a method
of computing source-problem and destination-problem dissemination graphs based
on shallow-light Steiner trees that minimize the cost of connecting the source (or
destination) to all of the relevant neighbors of the destination (or source). While the
method described ensures that all paths from the source to the destination through
the target neighbors are within the specified latency constraint, they may not be the
lowest possible latency paths, as we optimize for cost over latency.
In practice, we often prefer to optimize for latency over cost. Lower latency paths
can provide higher reliability in practice, as they reduce the likelihood of latency fluctuations causing packets to miss their deadlines and make it more likely for recoveries
of lost packets to be successfully completed within the time constraint. While using
shortest path trees does not provide any formal guarantee that the cost of the dissemination graph is close to the minimal possible cost, in practice the overall increase
in cost is small, especially since these graphs are only used when problems occur (less
than 1% of the time, as reported in Section 5.4). For these reasons, shortest-path trees
are currently used in constructing dissemination graphs in our Spines implementation.
Robust Source-Problem and Destination-Problem Graphs. In addition
to improving the latency provided by the source-problem and destination-problem
graphs, we can also improve their reliability, again at the expense of a small increase
in cost. The robust source-destination-problem graphs described in Section 5.1.2
ensure that there are at least two disjoint paths through the network, but the sourceproblem and destination-problem graphs, as described in Section 5.1.1, do not. To improve reliability, we can also ensure that the source-problem and destination-problem
graphs, in addition to including all of the relevant source or destination neighbors,
include at least two disjoint paths. This approach can provide better robustness to
problems that occur in the middle of the network while a source or destination problem is ongoing. While the approach specified in Chapter 5 will switch to the robust
source-destination-problem graph if a problem starts in the middle of the network
while a source-problem or destination-problem graph is being used, loss may occur
during the time it takes to detect the problem and switch graphs. Ensuring the that
source-problem and destination-problem graphs have two disjoint paths already could
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allow them to handle such problems without the need to switch to the robust sourcedestination-problem graph and without incurring any loss. While this optimization
is not implemented today, it is useful to consider for high-value applications.

6.5

Evaluation

To evaluate the implementation of our dissemination-graph-based transport service, we conduct several sets of experiments. First, we evaluate the implementation
using several small overlay topologies deployed in a cluster with emulated latencies
between overlay nodes and specific loss rates applied to selected edges in the topology.
These experiments are designed to validate the simulation results, showing that the
Playback Network Simulator accurately captures the salient performance characteristics needed to guide overlay routing protocol design.
After validating the simulation results, we evaluate the implementation in a more
realistic setting, using case studies drawn from the network data collected in July
through October 2016. The case studies are evaluated both in a local-area cluster
environment with emulated latencies and loss rates that we can fully control, and on
a real global overlay network, with real latencies and emulated loss. These results
demonstrate that, as shown in the simulation results, our novel dissemination-graphbased routing protocol significantly improves on the performance of protocols using
a single path or two disjoint paths, and the transport service is able to provide
the required timeliness and reliability for our target applications even during severe
network problems.

6.5.1

Controlled Evaluation of Implementation with
Simulation Validation

To validate the simulation results, we run our Spines implementation in parallel
with the Playback Network Simulator’s data collection component. We then use the
collected data to simulate the same flows that we run in Spines and compare the
results. Spines and the data collection are run at the same time, but use different
ports and each have their own stream of packets.

6.5.1.1

Setup

These experiments are done using a series of relatively simple overlay topologies to
isolate the various factors affecting overall performance. These topologies are shown
in Figure 6.1. The latencies shown in the figures are emulated using the Linux NetEm
utility. For experiments evaluating performance under various loss conditions, loss is
also applied using NetEm across all ports. Each experiment is repeated five times, and
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(a) Single-edge graph.

(b) Single-path graph.

(c) Three-path graph.

(d) Three-path graph, plus two edges.

Figure 6.1: Simple overlay topologies for simulation validation experiments
unless otherwise specified, results are averaged over the five runs. For the simulation
results, each of the five runs is analyzed using ten different random seeds, and the
results are averaged over those ten seeds and five runs. Each run lasts 5 minutes.
A key factor affecting the accuracy of Playback’s simulation is the granularity
of data collection: the higher the sending rate of the data collection component, the
finer-grained the data will be, and the more accurate the simulation can be. Therefore,
each experiment is run using two different data collection intervals: 1ms and 10ms. A
data collection interval of 1ms means that Playback’s data collection program sends
a message on each link of the topology every millisecond. This matches the sending
rate that we are simulating and provides very fine-grained data for the simulation. A
data collection interval of 10ms means that Playback’s data collection program sends
a message on each link of topology every 10 milliseconds. This produces less finegrained data, but is often more practical to deploy for long-running data collection
experiments since it consumes less bandwidth and results in smaller log files. The
modeling window used in the simulation (discussed in Chapter 4) is always set to
include 10 packets; for the 1ms data collection interval this corresponds to a window
of 10ms, while for the 10ms data collection interval this corresponds to a window of
100ms.
Because the two different data collection intervals are run as two different sets of
experiments, there are also two corresponding sets of results for the real implementation in Spines, so any given simulation can be compared to what happened in the
real implementation that was running at the same time and experiencing the same
network conditions. However, the data collection interval of the simulator has no
effect on Spines: any differences between the two sets of implementation data (typically denoted by “Spines (1ms)” and “Spines (10ms)”) are simply due to random
variations in the experienced network loss. We use NetEm to emulate the same link
loss rates for both sets of experiments, but the exact sequence of lost packets is of
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course not identical.

6.5.1.2

Results

The first experiment uses the single-edge topology shown in Figure 6.1a. This is
the simplest possible overlay topology, consisting of only two overlay nodes with a
single link between them. This allows us to evaluate the operation of the real-time
hop-by-hop recovery protocol in Spines and compare it with Playback’s modeling of
loss and the recovery protocol without considering other factors, such as routing.
Since there is only a single link, the routing protocol does not have any impact, so we
simply use single-path routing in both Spines and the simulation. For this experiment,
we apply loss rates ranging from 0-20% in both directions on the single edge (1,2) and
measure the overall loss rate experienced by Spines and reported by the simulator.
The results are shown in Table 6.1.
Applied
Loss Rate
on Edge (1,2)
0%
2%
5%
10%
20%

Expected
Effective
Loss Rate
0.0000%
0.0792%
0.4875%
1.9000%
7.2000%

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

0.0000%
0.0804%
0.4877%
1.8955%
7.1955%

0.0000%
0.0796%
0.4871%
1.8953%
7.2022%

0.0000%
0.0765%
0.4947%
1.9100%
7.1851%

0.0000%
0.2223%
0.8327%
2.4941%
8.1582%

Table 6.1: Effective loss rate under applied loss rates ranging from 0-20% for singleedge topology in Figure 6.1a.
For each applied loss rate, the expected effective loss rate using the real-time hopby-hop recovery protocol is calculated as p(p+p−p2 ) = 2p2 −p3 , where p is the applied
loss rate. This is because for a packet to fail to make it to the destination, it must be
lost on the first transmission attempt and either the retransmission request for that
packet must be lost or the retransmission attempt must be lost. Table 6.1 shows that
the loss rate experienced by Spines is in fact nearly identical to this expected loss
rate, and with a 1ms data collection interval the loss rates reported by the Playback
simulation are also nearly identical to Spines and the expected loss rates.
With a 10ms data collection interval, the Playback simulation tends to overestimate the actual loss rate slightly. This effect is due to correlation that the simulator
introduces by averaging over the modeling window to determine the loss probability
for any given packet: packets that fall in the same window or in largely overlapping
windows will be subject to similar loss probabilities. Because an original transmission
of a packet and a retransmission of that packet will be close to each other in time
(separated by about one roundtrip time to allow for the request and retransmission),
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they fall into similar modeling windows when a data collection interval of 10ms is used
with a modeling window of 100ms (in the single edge topology, a roundtrip is 20ms).
This added correlation reduces the effectiveness of the recovery protocol as modeled
by the simulator when the underlying loss is uniform (as it is in our experiments with
artificially applied loss rates).
For example, consider an underlying uniform loss rate of 2%. In any given 100ms
window, there are 10 packets, so the loss rate may be 0%, 10%, 20%, . . . , 100%. If
a packet is lost, that means it fell in a window with at least one missing packet, so
the average loss rate for that window is at least 10%. Since a recovery attempt will
fall in a largely overlapping window, this makes it very likely that the retransmission
also falls into a window with at least a 10% loss rate. Therefore, while on average the
probability of a packet’s original transmission being lost is only 2%, the probability
of a retransmission of a lost packet also being lost is closer to 10% instead of 2%. In
fact, if we calculate the expected effective loss rate accounting for this correlation, by
letting the original probability of loss be 2% and the probability of a retransmission
being lost be 10%, we get 0.02 × (0.02 + 0.1 − (0.02 × 0.1)) = 0.00236, for an expected
overall loss rate of 0.236%, instead of 0.02 × (0.02 + 0.02 − 0.022 ) = 0.000792 as
shown in Table 6.1.1 This expected loss rate of 0.236% is close to the 0.223% loss
rate reported by Playback for the 10ms data collection interval with 2% applied loss
in Table 6.1.
The size of the modeling window affects the correlation introduced by the simulator. Smaller windows add stronger correlation between packets, but over a shorter
time window, while longer windows add weaker correlation with longer duration.
Longer windows also have the effect of smearing the edges of complete disconnections, as packets will begin to be lost with some probability as soon as the beginning
of the disconnection enters the window and will continue to be lost with some probability until the window has completely passed the end of the disconnection. While
a window longer than 100ms would be able to more accurately model the uniform
loss that we apply in these controlled experiments, we chose a window of 100ms as a
reasonable compromise for real networks, where we do see disconnections and bursty
loss.
Note that while the simulator does overestimate the loss rate in this case, this
effect is consistent across all routing protocols, so it does not have a serious impact
on the usefulness of the simulator as a tool for comparing protocols. Moreover, its
effect on the overall loss is solely due to its reduction of the effectiveness of the recovery
protocol. If the simulation is run without recoveries, its results are all within 0.1%
of the expected value (specifically, 0%, 1.956%, 4.977%, 9.903%, and 19.936% for
applied/expected loss rates of 0%, 2%, 5%, 10%, and 20%, respectively).
The second experiment is similar to the first, but instead of a topology consisting
1

Note that the probability of a retransmission request being lost remains 2%, since the simulator
does not introduce any correlation between loss in one direction of a link and loss in the opposite
direction.
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Applied
Loss Rate
on Edges
(2,3) and (3,4)
0%
2%
5%
10%
20%

Expected
Effective
Loss Rate

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

0.000000%
0.195232%
1.176250%
4.420000%
15.52000%

0.0000%
0.1975%
1.1649%
4.4391%
15.4877%

0.0000%
0.1950%
1.1845%
4.2140%
15.5042%

0.0000%
0.1933%
1.1811%
4.4011%
15.5130%

0.0000%
0.4830%
1.8478%
5.6306%
17.0735%

Table 6.2: Effective rate of lost/late packets under applied loss rates ranging from
0-20% in both directions on edges (2,3) and (3,4) for the single-path topology in
Figure 6.1b.
of only a single edge, it consists of a three-hop path between a source and destination.
This topology is shown in Figure 6.1b and is referred to as the single-path topology.
For this experiment, we applied loss in both directions to the last two links of the
path, edges (2,3) and (3,4). Since packets can be dropped on either of these two
links, the expected loss rate can be calculated as 2(2p2 − p3 ) − (2p2 − p3 )2 . However,
with this topology, we also need to account for packets that can arrive late. With
10ms oneway latencies across each link, a packet that must be recovered on both
edges (2,3) and (3,4) will take about 70ms to reach the destination node 4 (since each
recovery adds about one roundtrip time on the link over which it is recovered, which
for this topology is 20ms). Therefore, the total expected rate of lost or late packets
is 2(2p2 − p3 ) − (2p2 − p3 )2 + (p(1 − p)2 )2 for this experiment. The results in Table 6.2
show a similar pattern to those for the single-edge topology, with the rate of lost or
late packets for Spines and for Playback with a 1ms data collection interval being
almost identical to the expected loss rate and to one another. As before, the loss
rate reported by Playback with a 10ms data collection interval shows a similar overall
loss pattern to the Spines and 1ms Playback results, but slightly overestimates the
absolute loss rate, particularly at lower levels of loss.
The third set of experiments evaluates basic routing capabilities by using a slightly
more complex topology composed of three disjoint paths between the source (node
1) and destination (node 4), as shown in Figure 6.1c. For this experiment, we added
loss to different edges in the topology one by one to trigger reroutes. Specifically, we
start with no loss; after 30 seconds we add 10% loss to edge (8,4) (the last link of the
shortest source-destination path in the topology); 80 seconds later we add 10% loss
to edge (3,4) (the last link of the next shortest path); 80 seconds later we add 10%
loss to edge (6,4) (the last link of the longest path); and 80 seconds later we remove
all loss. In all cases, loss is added in both directions on each edge (i.e. to the edge and
its reverse edge). Here we only consider basic single path routing (more sophisticated
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routing protocols will be evaluated in the next set of experiments).

(a) Spines: 1555 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 1496 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.2: Single-path results for one experimental run with a 1ms data collection
interval using the 3-path topology shown in Figure 6.1c, with 10% loss added (in both
directions), to the link (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4).
The results of one specific experimental run are illustrated in Figure 6.2 (results
for the other four runs are similar). Each dot in the plots represents a packet, with the
x-axis representing the time at which it was received and the y-axis representing its
latency for reaching the destination. Dropped packets are shown in red at 0 on the yaxis. The protocol’s rerouting can clearly be seen in the latency patterns represented
in the plots. Initially, the lowest latency path (from node 1 to 7 to 8 to 4) is used.
However, once 10% loss is applied to edge (8,4), the routing protocol takes that loss
into account and reroutes to the next shortest path (from node 1 to 2 to 3 to 4).
When loss is applied to edge (3,4), the protocol reroutes again, to the longest path
(from node 1 to 5 to 6 to 4). Once loss is applied to edge (6,4), all three available
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paths are equally lossy, so the protocol chooses to return to the lowest latency path
– while it suffers loss, there is no way to avoid that under the given conditions.

(a) Spines: 1584 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation (10ms data collection, random seed = 1): 1902 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.3: Single-path results for one experimental run with a 10ms data collection
interval using the 3-path topology shown in Figure 6.1c, with 10% loss added (in both
directions), to the link (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4).
Recall that the expected latency metric used here attempts to optimize the probability of a packet arriving successfully at the destination by considering both loss
and latency, and generally results in preferring paths with lower overall loss rates.
While we apply equal loss rates on all three lossy edges in this experiment, random
fluctuations in the loss pattern can cause the protocol to judge certain paths as more
or less lossy at a particular time. This is the reason that we see the protocol move off
of the shortest path for short periods during the time that all paths are experiencing
10% loss (e.g. a little before the 4:00 mark in Figure 6.2a). Also note that while the
protocol is able to reroute quickly (in less than a second), it does suffer small amounts
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of loss each time loss is applied to a new link before it can route away from that link:
this shows up in the plots as dropped and recovered (higher latency) packets at each
point that loss starts on a new link.
Figure 6.3 shows another experimental run with the same topology and loss pattern as in Figure 6.2, but with a 10ms data collection interval. The routing pattern
shown matches the Spines implementation and the 1ms data collection results, although as expected, the overall loss rate for the simulation is slightly higher in this
case.
Expected
Lost/Late
Packets
1520

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

1541.6
(SD=54.00)

1551.74
(SD=38.57)

1553.6
(SD=26.60)

2115.5
(SD=130.77)

Table 6.3: Average lost packets for 3 disjoint paths topology shown in Figure 6.1c
out of 300,000 total packets.
Table 6.3 shows the total number of lost or late packets averaged over 5 runs (as
well as standard deviations) during this experiment in both the Spines implementation
and the Playback simulation. Because of the ability to reroute, we only expect loss
during the 80 seconds (out of 5 minutes) that all paths experience loss (discounting
the minor loss that occurs prior to each reroute). During this time, we apply 10%
loss, for an expected effective loss rate of 1.9%, or 1520 out of 80,000 packets.
Next, we evaluate the full implementation of our dissemination-graph-based transport service, comparing it to single-path routing and two-disjoint-paths routing. To
do this, we use the overlay topology shown in Figure 6.1d. This graph consists of the
same three disjoint paths as in Figure 6.1c, but with two additional edges, allowing
for dissemination graphs that do not consist of only disjoint paths.
For this set of experiments, we apply loss in the same pattern as in the experiments
using the topology of Figure 6.1c (10% loss on edge (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4)), but
using the extended topology and repeating the experiment with two-disjoint-paths
routing and our full transport service in addition to single-path routing.
The results for a single experimental run using single-path routing are shown
in Figure 6.4. These results are very similar to the results for the 3-disjoint-paths
topology described above; the addition of the two extra edges does not provide any
alternative paths of lower latency or loss for the specific scenario we consider, so the
routing pattern is essentially the same, resulting in very similar loss rates and delivery
latencies.
The results for a single experimental run using two-disjoint-paths routing are
shown in Figure 6.5. This figure clearly illustrates the benefits of using two-disjoint
paths instead of a single path. First, because two paths are always being used simulta59
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(a) Spines: 1507 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 1500 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.4: Single-path results for topology shown in Figure 6.1d, with 10% loss
added (in both directions), to the link (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4).
neously, this approach does not experience any loss during the time it takes to detect
that a link has become lossy and reroute: the second path is able to deliver packets
that would be lost in a single-path approach.2 In addition, during the time that all
paths are experiencing loss, the simultaneous use of two paths considerably lowers
the loss rate by providing more opportunities for packets to arrive at the destination
on time: for a packet to fail to reach the destination, both its original transmission
and its recovery attempt must fail on both of the two paths in use.
Finally, results for a single experimental run using our dissemination-graph-based
routing protocol with targeted redundancy are shown in Figure 6.6. These plots
2
Note that this is true because we add loss to the links one at a time; if both of the two paths
being used simultaneously started to experience loss or became disconnected, a two-path approach
would incur loss. However, this is a rarer scenario.
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(a) Spines: 32 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 24 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.5: Two-disjoint-paths results for topology shown in Figure 6.1d, with 10%
loss added (in both directions), to the link (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4).
illustrate the benefit of employing targeted redundancy compared with using two
paths. Because we use two disjoint paths in the normal case, no loss is incurred
during the time it takes for newly begun loss to be detected (just like in the twodisjoint-paths approach). The main benefit of our approach can be seen during the
time that all paths are experiencing loss. Once the first two paths begin to experience
loss on their last hop (i.e. the link entering the destination), the situation is classified
as a destination problem, so the protocol begins to make use of all useful incoming
links for the destination. In this case, this provides three entry points instead of only
two, and for the specific example run shown in Figure 6.6, results in all packets being
delivered on time in the Spines implementation (Figure 6.6a), which also matches the
Playback simulation for that time period (Figure 6.6b). Note that the protocol does
not guarantee 100% delivery in this case but does reduce the loss rate to a nearly
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negligible level: across all experimental runs we see 0-2 packets per run that are not
delivered on time in the Spines implementation.

(a) Spines: 0 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 0 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.6: Dissemination-graph results for topology shown in Figure 6.1d, with
10% loss added (in both directions), to the link (8,4), then (3,4), then (6,4).
The above plots for specific experimental runs illustrate the behavior and benefits
of the three routing approaches qualitatively. Table 6.4 quantifies the effect of the
protocols by reporting the average number of lost or late packets across all 5 runs for
each experiment type (i.e. 1ms vs 10ms data collection interval) and all 10 random
seeds for the simulation. As in the experiments with the 3-disjoint-paths topology
(Figure 6.1c), we only expect loss during the 80 seconds that there is no loss-free
path available (minus small hits during detection for the single-path approach). For
approaches using multiple incoming links to the destination, a packet only fails to
reach the destination if it is lost on all of the available incoming links. Therefore the
loss rates for the single-path, two-disjoint-paths, and dissemination-graph approaches
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in this case are calculated as 2p2 − p3 , (2p2 − p3 )2 , and (2p2 − p3 )3 , respectively. The
expected and actual numbers of lost or late packets for all three approaches are shown
in Table 6.4. This table shows the benefit that can be obtained by increasing the level
of redundancy: using two disjoint paths reduces the number of lost packets by over 50
times compared with a single-path approach, and our dissemination graphs further
reduce the number by about 50 times. Note that while the Playback results with a
10ms data collection interval continue to slightly overestimate the absolute loss rate,
this overestimation occurs consistently across all protocols, with the relative pattern
of improvement across the protocols remaining very similar. Therefore, while a 1ms
data collection interval is recommended to achieve as accurate a simulation as possible,
a 10ms interval (which is often more practical) is very good for judging differences
between protocols and provides a reasonably accurate but somewhat pessimistic view
of overall loss.
Routing

Single Path

Expected
Lost/Late
Packets
1520

Two Disjoint Paths

28.88

Dissemination Graphs

0.54872

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

1527
(SD=44.90)
29.2
(SD=1.72)
0.6
(SD=0.80)

1535.62
(SD=38.81)
29.48
(SD=4.61)
0.42
(SD=0.60)

1545.2
(SD=15.04)
24.4
(SD=1.62)
0.6
(SD=0.49)

2110.3
(SD=57.91)
48.0
(SD=7.00)
1.36
(SD=1.14)

Table 6.4: Average number of lost or late packets for topology shown in Figure 6.1d
out of 300,000 total packets.

Routing

Single Path
Two Disjoint Paths
Dissemination Graphs

Spines
(1ms)
Dollar Goodput
3.0242
3.0397
6.0722
6.0727
7.3145
7.3145

Playback
(1ms)
Dollar Goodput
3.0243
3.0398
6.0727
6.0733
6.7141
6.7141

Spines
(10ms)
Dollar Goodput
3.0242
3.0398
6.0722
6.0727
7.3029
7.3029

Playback
(10ms)
Dollar Goodput
3.0246
3.0460
6.0727
6.0736
6.7074
6.7074

Table 6.5: Average dollar cost (total packets sent / packets introduced) and goodput
cost (packets sent / packets delivered on time) for the topology in Figure 6.1d.
In addition to reliability, cost-effectiveness is a key consideration for our protocols.
Table 6.5 shows the average cost for the three different routing approaches in each
set of experiments with the topology in Figure 6.1d. Using two disjoint paths costs
about twice as much as a single path (2.0079 times as much in terms of dollar cost
on average for the “Spines (1ms)” runs). Using dissemination graphs with targeted
redundancy costs about 20.5% more than using two disjoint paths in Spines, although
the cost reported by the Playback simulation is only about 10.5% more than the cost
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for two disjoint paths. In this case, the difference in cost between using two disjoint
paths and dissemination graphs with targeted redundancy is higher than reported in
the evaluation over four weeks of data reported in Section 5.4. This is simply because
we are focusing on a short period with significant network problems for this controlled
evaluation: the destination-problem dissemination graph is used for over half of the
five-minute period examined. In practice, network problems are less frequent, so
the cost of the more expensive dissemination graphs is amortized over much longer
periods of time.

(a) Destination-problem graph used in
Spines (8 edges).

(b) Destination-problem graph used in
Playback Simulation (7 edges).

Figure 6.7: Destination-problem dissemination graphs used in Spines and simulation
for topology shown in Figure 6.1d.
The reason for the discrepancy in cost reported by Spines and by the simulation
is that the destination-problem graph used by Spines is slightly different than the
one used in the simulation. In the simulation, we use shallow-light Steiner trees to
construct the destination-problem graphs, which connect all the neighbors of the destination to the source in a tree that minimizes the number of edges while meeting the
latency requirements. However, in the Spines implementation, we choose to optimize
for latency over cost and use shortest-path trees. Because of this, the simulation uses
the lowest cost destination-problem graph shown in Figure 6.7b with seven edges,
while Spines uses the eight-edge graph shown in Figure 6.7a. Note that because of
the way the latencies are set up in this topology, the lowest cost graph in Figure 6.7b
is actually a valid shortest-path tree as well (the latency from the source node 1 to
each of the neighbor destination nodes 3, 6, and 8 is the same in both Figure 6.7b
and Figure 6.7a). Therefore, it would be valid for Spines to use this graph as well,
in which case it would achieve a cost similar to that reported by the simulation;
however, because of the order in which Spines processes edges when constructing its
shortest-path tree, it selects a different valid (though more expensive) solution. A future optimization would be to allow Spines to select the least expensive graph among
valid shortest-path trees.
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6.5.2

Evaluation via Case Studies

The controlled evaluation in the previous section allows us to closely examine
the factors affecting the reliability and cost of single-path routing, two-disjoint-paths
routing, and our full dissemination-graph-based transport service, as implemented in
Spines, and as modeled by the simulator on simple overlay topologies designed specifically to evaluate different aspects of the protocols. In this section, we evaluate our
implementation of the dissemination-graph-based transport service in Spines using a
real practical overlay topology and realistic network conditions.
Specifically, we use the same overlay topology as in our data collection and evaluation via simulation in Section 5.4 (Figure 4.1), and evaluate the implementation’s
performance on case studies drawn from network problems that we observed during
the four weeks of data collection from Section 5.4. For each case study, we emulate
the network conditions that were observed at a specific point in time.
First, to give us full control over the latencies and loss rates, these experiments are
conducted on a cluster of twelve computers on a local area network, using NetEm to
set latencies and loss rates to match those observed in the collected data. Disconnections are emulated by applying 100% loss to the relevant links. As in the controlled
experiments in Section 6.5.1, each case study is run in two different conditions, one
with a data collection interval of 1ms for the simulation and one with a data collection
interval of 10ms. For each condition, the case study is run five times and the results
are reported as averages. In these case studies, the three routing protocols being
evaluated (single-path, two disjoint paths, and dissemination graphs with targeted
redundancy) are always run in parallel, so we can compare the performance that each
provides at the same time and under exactly the same conditions.
In addition to the local-area evaluation with emulated latencies and loss rates, we
also evaluate each case study on a real global overlay network. In this setting, we
do not emulate latency, as the overlay nodes are distributed across North America,
Europe, and Asia (in the same topology as in the local-area emulation) and have real
network latency between them. However, to recreate the scenario for each case study,
we emulate loss using the setlink tool in Spines (since we do not have permissions to
use NetEm to modify machine-level settings). Because we are only able to apply loss
to Spines traffic, rather than all traffic, we do not run the simulator’s data collection
in this setting. Otherwise, the procedure is the same as in the local-area evaluation.

6.5.2.1

August 15, 2016 Case Study

The first case study is inspired by an event that occurred on August 15, 2016, in
which all of the Los Angeles node’s incoming links were experiencing varying degrees
of loss over a period of a little less than two minutes. For this case study, we focus on
the flow from Atlanta, Georgia to Los Angeles, California at that time. To recreate
a similar scenario for our case study, we analyzed the raw log data from that time
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Routing

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

Spines
Wide-Area

Single Path

7145.60
(SD=137.72)
1047.2
(SD=210.42)
194.0
(SD=16.52)

7066.25
(SD=111.80)
1005.75
(SD=58.71)
179.75
(SD=14.13)

7495.60
(SD=789.92)
1036.40
(SD=203.57)
196.20
(SD=15.30)

11677.80
(SD=1306.00)
1753.6
(SD=122.63)
229.20
(SD=20.73)

7051.80
(SD=108.23)
866.00
(SD=93.03)
125.00
(SD=16.59)

Two Disjoint Paths
Dissemination Graphs

Table 6.6: Average lost or late packets for August 15, 2016 case study (out of
140,000 packets).
period, calculating the average loss rate and latency on each of these incoming links
for every 10-second interval in that period.
To run the experiment in the local-area cluster setting, we first set the latency of
all of the edges in the overlay topology to match their latency in the real wide-area
topology (using NetEm). After allowing the flow to run for 10 seconds, we begin
applying the calculated loss rates and latencies from the analyzed data, updating the
values for each link every ten seconds. The loss rates varied between 45.2% and 68.3%
for the Washington DC to Los Angeles link, 21.6% to 35.5% for the San Jose to Los
Angeles link, 18.9% to 30.1% for the Dallas to Los Angeles link, 18.7% to 32.2% for
the Hong Kong to Los Angeles link, and 25.4% to 38% for the Denver to Los Angeles
link. None of the links experienced significantly elevated latency during this time.
Table 6.6 shows the average number of packets lost (out of 140,000 total packets)
for each routing approach. The results for Spines (1ms) show that using two disjoint
paths reduces the loss rate for this scenario from about 5.1% with a single-path approach to about 0.75%. Using dissemination graphs with targeted redundancy further
reduces the loss rate to 0.14%. From this, we see that our implemented disseminationgraph-based transport service is able to support good performance (99.86% on-time
delivery), even during a severe network problem (with single-link loss rates of 18-68%)
and significantly improves performance compared to simpler routing approaches using
the same infrastructure.
Figure 6.8 shows the latency for each packet sent during one experimental run of
this case study using each of the three routing protocols we evaluate in Spines. Based
on the latencies shown in these plots, we can see that in general, the single-path
approach uses the shortest path from Atlanta to Dallas to Los Angeles (about 26ms
latency). The two-disjoint-paths approach uses that path plus the longer path from
Atlanta to Denver to San Jose to Los Angeles (about 34ms), although it briefly shifts
to use a path from Atlanta to Denver directly to Los Angeles, which has a similar
latency overall but does not allow successful recoveries on the Denver - Los Angeles
link (which is longer than the San Jose - Los Angeles link). The dissemination graph
approach makes use of all incoming links to the Los Angeles node, providing more
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opportunities for packets to arrive on time and to be recovered successfully.
Figure 6.9 shows the results of the Playback simulator using the data collected at
the same time as the run shown in Figure 6.8 (with a 1ms data collection interval),
which display a similar overall pattern.
Figure 6.10 shows the results of the same case study run on the global widearea network. Overall, the performance closely matches the results of the local-area
emulation. Comparing the “Spines Wide-Area” column of Table 6.6 to the “Spines
(1ms)” and “Spines (10ms)” columns shows that the number of lost packets is very
similar, and Figure 6.10 shows that the overall routing pattern also matches well
(although routing varies somewhat across the five runs for both the local-area and
wide-area experiments). However, the fact that we do not fully control the latency
of each link in the wide-area setting leads to some small differences between the two
cases: for example, most recoveries on the Denver - Los Angeles link are able to reach
the destination on time in the wide-area setting (during the brief reroute around the
00:54 mark for the two-disjoint-paths approach), although they arrived just after the
65ms latency deadline in the local-area emulated setting.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 7064 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 785 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 195 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.8: Spines results for case-study inspired by event on August 15, 2016, with
loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from Atlanta to Los Angeles.
Emulated loss and latency in local-area cluster environment.
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(a) Simulation 1 path: 7154 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation 2 paths: 976 packets lost or late.

(c) Simulation Dissemination Graphs: 170 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.9: Playback simulation results for case-study inspired by event on August
15, 2016, with loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from Atlanta
to Los Angeles. 1ms data collection interval.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 6983 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 735 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 124 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.10: Spines results for case-study inspired by event on August 15, 2016,
with loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from Atlanta, Georgia to
Los Angeles, California. Real latencies and emulated loss rates in a global wide-area
environment.
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6.5.2.2

October 17, 2016 Case Study

The second case study is inspired by an event that occurred on October 17, 2016.
Similarly to the previous case study, all of the Los Angeles node’s incoming links were
experiencing loss for a period of about one minute. For this case study, we focus on
the flow from New York to Los Angeles at that time. As in the previous case study,
we recreate the scenario (to the degree possible without being able to reproduce the
exact loss characteristics, e.g. burstiness) by averaging the loss rate and latency over
each 10-second interval and updating the applied loss rates and latencies via NetEm
every 10 seconds in the local-area setting, and updating the applied loss rates via
Spines setlink every 10 seconds in the wide-area setting.
In this case, the loss rates varied from 25-32.2% on the Washington DC to Los
Angeles link, 24.6-30.2% on the San Jose to Los Angeles link, 22.8-28.6% on the Dallas
to Los Angeles link, 32.9-44.7% on the Hong Kong to Los Angeles link, and 50.8-56.9%
on the Denver to Los Angeles link. None of the link latencies were significantly higher
than normal at this time.
Table 6.7 shows the average number of packets lost for each routing protocol (and
experimental condition). From this table, we see that our dissemination-graph-based
transport service is able to reduce the loss rate to about 0.18%, while two disjoint
paths experience about 1.18% loss and a single-path approach experiences over 10%
loss (these numbers are based on the Spines (1ms) column).
Routing
Single Path
Two Disjoint Paths
Dissemination Graphs

Spines
(1ms)
10464.60
(SD=1950.92)
1182.60
(SD=101.72)
179.20
(SD=9.41)

Playback
(1ms)
11065.75
(SD=238.72)
1138.00
(SD=90.37)
158.50
(SD=6.89)

Spines
(10ms)
11568.60
(SD=2732.70)
1949.00
(SD=858.10)
175.40
(SD=10.59)

Playback
(10ms)
12292.60
(SD=2852.62)
2504.00
(SD=813.86)
218.00
(SD=9.86)

Spines
Wide-Area
10964.40
(SD=3645.28)
1655.60
(SD=599.79)
174.40
(SD=10.33)

Table 6.7: Average lost or late packets for October 17, 2016 case study (out of
100,000 total packets).
Figure 6.11 shows the per-packet delivery latencies for one of the five experimental runs for this case study for each of the three routing protocols evaluated in
Spines. Using single-path routing, initially, before any loss is applied, Spines uses the
lowest-latency path from New York to Washington DC to Los Angeles (about 34ms).
However, once loss begins it reroutes to the slightly longer (about 35.5ms) path that
uses Dallas as the last hop before Los Angeles, as that path provides lower expected
latency under the applied loss conditions. A little after the 00:49 mark, as loss rates
fluctuate, it briefly reroutes back to the path through Washington, and then to a
slightly longer path (about 39ms) through San Jose, before going back to the 35.5ms
path through Dallas and finally returning to the 34ms path through Washington after
the loss ends. Interestingly, although the path through San Jose path is longer than
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the others, it actually provides the best performance in this particular case, as it
allows for recovery of lost packets within the time constraint (due to the fact that the
last hop from San Jose to Los Angeles is shorter than the other options).
The two-disjoint-paths approach fairly consistently chooses paths through San
Jose and Dallas, although it briefly trades the path using Dallas for the New York Washington - Los Angeles path (between 00:49 and 01:04). The dissemination-graphbased transport service with targeted redundancy reroutes to a destination-problem
dissemination graph as soon as it detects loss on two of the Los Angeles node’s
incoming edges, making use of all available entry points to the Los Angeles node and
substantially reducing the overall loss rate.
The results for Playback’s simulation using data collected at 1ms intervals during
the same time period as the Spines run in Figure 6.11 are shown in Figure 6.12.
The overall pattern of these results is quite similar, although reroutes do not line
up exactly, largely due to random variation in how the two programs experience the
same applied loss rate: although the data collection and Spines implementation are
running in parallel and experiencing the same conditions, they will not see exactly
the same pattern of lost packets, which can cause their routing calculations to differ
somewhat.
Finally, the results for one run of the same case study on the global overlay
network are shown in Figure 6.13. Both the average numbers of lost packets and the
overall routing patterns for each approach are very similar to the local-area Spines and
simulation results, further validating the usefulness of our dissemination-graph-based
approach in successfully addressing this type of network problem.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 13034 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 1072 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 186 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.11: Spines results for case-study inspired by event on October 17, 2016,
with loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from New York to Los
Angeles. Emulated latencies and loss rates in local-area cluster environment.
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(a) Simulation 1 path: 11017 packets lost or late.

(b) Simulation 2 paths: 1109 packets lost or late.

(c) Simulation Dissemination Graphs: 157 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.12: Playback simulation results for case-study inspired by event on October
17, 2016, with loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from New York
to Los Angeles. 1ms data collection interval.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 13591 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 1384 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 192 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.13: Spines results for case-study inspired by event on October 17, 2016,
with loss on all of Los Angeles node’s incoming links for flow from New York to Los
Angeles. Real latencies and emulated loss rates in global wide-area environment.
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6.5.2.3

September 8, 2016 Case Study

The third case study investigates a different type of problem than the previous
two. Instead of random loss, this case study analyzes a complete disconnection of
several links, inspired by an event that occurred on September 8, 2016. Here we
consider the flow from Los Angeles to New York, at a time when several of the New
York node’s links experienced disconnections.
The pattern of disconnection events can be seen in Figure 6.14 (for Spines in the
emulated, local-area setting), Figure 6.15 (for the corresponding simulation), and Figure 6.16 (for Spines in the real wide-area setting). Initially, the single-path approach
uses the shortest path, from Los Angeles, to Washington, to New York, and both the
two-paths approach and dissemination-graph-based approach use that same path plus
a second path from Los Angeles to Dallas to Atlanta to Baltimore to New York. The
first event, at about 00:15 is a simultaneous disconnection of both the Washington New York link and the Baltimore - New York link. Because these are the paths that
are actively being used in all three approaches, they all experience a short outage.
This outage shows up as a series of dropped (red) packets, lasting about 1 second in
Spines and 500ms in the simulation. This brief outage represents the time needed
to detect the disconnection and reroute to a new dissemination graph. Spines has a
somewhat heavier link creation and destruction process that results in it being more
conservative than what is modeled in the simulator, leading to the longer outage.
Once the disconnections are detected, all protocols are able to reroute, making use of
alternative paths that continue to work and experiencing no loss for the remainder of
the 2-second disconnection.
Notice that the dissemination-graph-based approach is able to resume taking advantage of the lower latency on the shortest path as soon as the disconnection ends,
as it uses a destination-problem graph that includes that path as well as alternative
ways into the destination during that period. In contrast, the single-path and twodisjoint-paths approaches continue to use the longer path. This is due to the design
choice of not allowing link weights to be lowered for at least 30 seconds after a weight
increase is detected. In general, this is a very useful practice, as it makes routing
more stable and helps avoid switching back to problematic links before the problem
has fully resolved. However, in rare cases, it can have negative consequences: one
such example is seen in the next event just after 00:54.
In the event around 00:54, the Washington - New York and Baltimore - New
York links are again simultaneously disconnected, followed 2 seconds later by the
disconnection of the Chicago - New York link, and the disconnection of the San
Jose - New York link half a second after that. This set of four disconnected links
eliminates all of the possible paths from Los Angeles that can reach New York within
65ms. This situation lasts for 2 full seconds, until the San Jose - New York link is
restored (followed shortly by the Washington, Baltimore, and Chicago links). While
our dissemination-graph-based approach is able to resume timely service immediately
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after this unavoidable 2-second interruption ends, the other approaches suffer a 30second period of late delivery, due to the fact that they reroute the flow through
Europe when the disconnection is detected and are not willing to return to any of the
links that were disconnected until 30 seconds has elapsed.
This is a limitation of the expected-latency-based routing protocol used (and of
most protocols used today) in the context of applications with strict timeliness constraints: because the routing protocol does not explicitly enforce the deadline, it can
select paths that are not actually able to meet the requirements. One modification
to the protocol that could help address this would be to restrict the operation of
the routing protocol to the time-constrained flooding dissemination graph, to avoid
including edges that cannot reach the destination on time (although this still does
not strictly guarantee that the selected paths would be within the latency constraint).
The benefits of dissemination-graph-based routing are first that it explicitly incorporates latency constraints, avoiding this issue, and further that it employs a higher
degree of redundancy to avoid the need to attempt to select the best path(s) in the
first place; it simply uses all viable options simultaneously in these problem cases.
Routing

Spines
(1ms)

Playback
(1ms)

Spines
(10ms)

Playback
(10ms)

Spines
Wide-Area

Single Path

36883.80
(SD=343.83)
36006.00
(SD=171.86)
5920.80
(SD=170.98)

29813.50
(SD=95.52)
29081.00
(SD=164.05)
3098.75
(SD=169.24)

36678.80
(SD=85.05)
35997.80
(SD=85.49)
5913.40
(SD=85.14)

29738.80
(SD=124.76)
29098.20
(SD=64.28)
3123.20
(SD=68.31)

35783.60
(SD=76.10)
35670.40
(SD=89.51)
5563.40
(SD=86.90)

Two Disjoint Paths
Dissemination Graphs

Table 6.8: Average lost or late packets for September 8, 2016 case study.
Table 6.8 shows the average number of lost or late packets over the five runs, as
well as standard deviations. From the table, we can clearly see that the disseminationgraph-based protocol avoids the additional 30 seconds of failed delivery incurred by
the other approaches, although it does suffer from the unavoidable disconnection, as
well as the time it takes to detect and reroute to overcome the avoidable disconnections. Note that the overall loss in Spines is higher than reported by the simulator
due to its link set up and tear down process: it takes somewhat longer both to react to disconnections and to restore links after a disconnection ends. The number
of lost packets in the wide-area environment is slightly but consistently lower than
in the local-area environment (by about 300+ packets). This is simply an artifact
of the different loss/disconnection emulation methods used in the two environments.
The way we change loss rates via NetEm in local-area environment has a slight delay
that effectively makes the unavoidable disconnection last a few hundred milliseconds
longer in the local-area setting.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 36695 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 36008 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 5922 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.14: Spines results for New York to Los Angeles flow during a case-study
inspired by an event on September 8, 2016, with the New York node experiencing
several disconnections. Emulated latencies and loss rates in a local-area cluster environment.
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(a) Simulation 1 path (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 29763 packets
lost or late.

(b) Simulation 2 paths (1ms data collection, random seed = 1): 29182 packets
lost or late.

(c) Simulation Dissemination Graphs (1ms data collection, random seed =
1): 3224 packets lost or late (26 packets over 120ms not shown).

Figure 6.15: Playback Simulation results for New York to Los Angeles flow during
a case-study inspired by an event on September 8, 2016, with the New York node
experiencing several disconnections.
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(a) Spines 1 path: 35776 packets lost or late.

(b) Spines 2 paths: 35660 packets lost or late.

(c) Spines Dissemination Graphs: 5552 packets lost or late.

Figure 6.16: Spines results for New York to Los Angeles flow during a case-study
inspired by an event on September 8, 2016, with the New York node experiencing
several disconnections. Real latencies and emulated loss rates in global wide-area
environment.
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6.5.3

Evaluation Summary

The above evaluation of our implementation of the dissemination-graph-based
transport service in Spines demonstrates that our approach of using dissemination
graphs with targeted redundancy improves performance compared with simpler approaches in practice under realistic network conditions. This evaluation validates the
simulation results presented in Chapter 5 in two ways. First, the controlled evaluation, comparing results from Spines and the Playback simulator running in parallel on
simple overlay topologies, shows that the simulation is able to accurately reflect performance differences between protocols we consider and can accurately model overall
performance in terms of loss and latency (with the caveat that low levels of uniform
loss are generally modeled too pessimistically when the coarser 10ms data collection
interval is used, due to induced correlation reducing the effectiveness of recoveries).
Second, the case studies, comparing a single path, two disjoint paths, and dissemination graphs with targeted redundancy under realistic conditions drawn from the
data analyzed in Chapter 5, show that the Spines implementation is able to deliver
the performance benefits claimed in scenarios like those we observed in the collected
data from a real global overlay topology.
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Chapter 7
Supporting Application Services
Our dissemination-graph-based transport service is designed to support applications with demanding combinations of timeliness and reliability requirements. In this
chapter, we describe examples of two such applications: remote robotic manipulation
and high-value video feed transmission. We assess our transport service’s ability to
support the communication needs of these applications, based on simulation using the
four weeks of data collected on a real global overlay network described in Chapter 4.
In both cases, these are high-value applications, where it is reasonable to pay the
additional cost of redundant dissemination (about twice the cost of a single path),
although the high overhead of an approach like time-constrained flooding would be
impractical.

7.1

Remote Robotic Manipulation Support

A major use case for this service is to support remote robotic surgery or other
remote manipulation tasks. These applications require high reliability and have extremely stringent timeliness constraints: in order for interaction to feel natural, the
round-trip delay between performing an action and receiving a response (e.g. video,
haptic feedback) must be less than about 130ms (65ms each way). Position updates
for manipulating robots are commonly sent at a frequency of 1000 Hz.
This type of highly interactive application is discussed as our main motivation
throughout this thesis, with the results in Sections 5.4 and 6.5 addressing support
for such applications. These evaluations use a 65ms oneway latency constraint and
a sending rate of one packet per millisecond to match the characteristics and requirements of remote manipulation applications. Table 5.1 from the evaluation in
Section 5.4 is reproduced here as Table 7.1 and shows the level of availability and
reliability our transport service can support for remote manipulation applications.
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Routing Approach

Availability

Reliability

99.995883%

Unavailability
(seconds per flow
per week)
24.90

99.999863%

Reliability
(packets lost or
late per million)
1.37

99.995864%

25.02

99.999849%

1.51

99.995676%
99.995266%
99.995223%
99.994286%

26.15
28.63
28.89
34.56

99.999103%
99.998438%
99.998715%
99.997710%

8.97
15.62
12.85
22.90

(%)
Time-Constrained Flooding
Targeted Redundancy
(via Dissemination Graphs)
Dynamic Two Disjoint Paths
Static Two Disjoint Paths
Redundant Single Path
Single Path

(%)

Table 7.1: Aggregate availability and reliability with 65ms latency constraint, over
four weeks and sixteen transcontinental flows (using the recovery protocol of [1]).
Overall, the analysis shows that we can provide reliability such that less than 2
packets per million will not be successfully delivered at their destination within the
time-constraint for flows between the East Coast of the US and the West Coast of
the US.
Note that this reliability analysis excludes an average of 25.02 seconds per flow per
week that the service is not available due to disconnections. While this is a relatively
small period of time, we would like to support even higher availability, on the order of
99.999%. Unfortunately, in our analysis even the optimally reliable approach of timeconstrained flooding suffers from similar unavailability, as it is largely due to cases
where an entire site is disconnected from the rest of the network. To provide higher
availability, the transport service could be augmented with multi-homing capabilities,
allowing it to make use of multiple ISPs and avoid such disconnections; while the
general structured overlay framework incorporates this, our current implementation
does not.
Collaborating with robotics researchers, we have demonstrated an initial proofof-concept for this application, remotely manipulating a robotic arm capable of performing robotic ultrasound. Using the LTN infrastructure and our Spines overlay
messaging framework, we have shown that we can manipulate a robot located in a
hospital at the Technical University of Munich, Germany from Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, Maryland over the Internet with a one-way network latency of
about 50ms.

7.2

High-Value Video Feed Support

Another use case for the service is to support high-value video feeds. Such feeds
carry high-quality video (e.g. professional sporting events) to a few sites from which
the video can ultimately be distributed to a large number of endpoints. Because
any error in the original transmission can be propagated to millions of viewers, these
high-value feeds require extremely high reliability (beyond normal broadcast quality).
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Routing Approach

Availability

Reliability

99.996560%

Unavailability
(seconds per flow
per week)
20.81

99.999995%

Reliability
(packets lost or
late per million)
0.05

99.996544%

20.90

99.999985%

0.15

99.996525%
99.996458%
99.996293%
99.996284%

21.02
21.42
22.42
22.48

99.999757%
99.999573%
99.999359%
99.998717%

2.43
4.27
6.41
12.83

(%)
Time-Constrained Flooding
Targeted Redundancy
(via Dissemination Graphs)
Dynamic Two Disjoint Paths
Static Two Disjoint Paths
Redundant Single Path
Single Path

(%)

Table 7.2: Aggregate availability and reliability with 200ms latency constraint, over
four weeks and sixteen transcontinental flows (using the recovery protocol of [1]).
As timeliness constraints for these feeds are less strict than those for remote manipulation, our service can employ both redundant dissemination graphs with a greater
diversity of viable paths and more opportunities for recovery to succeed to achieve
even higher reliability.
Table 7.2 presents reliability and availability metrics for the same data as in Table 7.1, but analyzed with respect to applications with a timeliness constraint of
200ms rather than 65ms. Comparing Table 7.2 with Table 7.1, we can see that the
less strict latency constraint allows us to achieve higher availability and to provide
the higher level of reliability required for these high-quality (and high-value) feeds.
In this case, our dissemination-graph-based transport service is able to provide over
99.9999% reliability. In fact, reliability in this case could potentially be improved
even further by allowing multiple recovery attempts for lost packets [3], since the
less restrictive timeliness requirement could allow such attempts to arrive within the
latency constraint.
In this setting, unavailability is reduced for two reasons. First, the impact of each
disconnection is slightly shortened, as the 200ms latency allowance makes it possible
for packets that previously would have been lost near the end of the disconnection to
be recovered once the disconnection is resolved. Second, the 200ms latency constraint
makes it possible to use additional paths to overcome some types of disconnections:
there are cases in which all paths that can reach the destination with 65ms are disconnected, but additional paths can provide delivery within 200ms. One example
of this is the disconnection analyzed in the September 8, 2016 case study from Section 6.5.2.3: with a latency constraint of 200ms, routing through Europe to overcome
the disconnection and reach New York from Los Angeles is a viable option.
These results show that a transport service using our dissemination-graph-based
routing protocol with targeted redundancy can be useful for this type of application (with extremely high reliability requirements and somewhat less strict timeliness
requirements) in addition to the highly interactive applications we target.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
We have presented dissemination graphs, providing a unified framework for specifying routing schemes based on paths, as well as more complex graphs. Based on
an extensive analysis of real-world network data, we designed a dissemination-graphbased routing approach that employs targeted redundancy to invest resources in problematic areas of the network. We demonstrated through simulation using real network
data that this approach can cost-effectively cover nearly 99% of the performance gap
between a traditional single-path approach and an optimal but impractical scheme.
We have implemented the protocol to create a timely, reliable, and cost-effective
transport Internet service within the open-source Spines structured overlay messaging framework (www.spines.org). Our evaluation of the implementation validates the
simulation results through controlled experiments. We further demonstrate the benefit of dissemination graphs with targeted redundancy through several realistic case
studies, inspired by the real-world network data.
Finally, we have analyzed the ability of the protocol to support two different
classes of applications: remote robotic manipulation (with a 65ms latency constraint)
and high-value video transport (with a 200ms latency constraint). This analysis
demonstrates the effectiveness of the transport service for both applications and the
improvement it provides over simpler routing protocols.
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